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Introduction

The project, “Development of capacities for work with (i)migrants” is
tackling one of the biggest issues facing migration today. The
International Organization for Migration calls Europe and Asiathe most
dangerous destination for irregular migration in the world, and the Asian
water routes and Mediterranean as the world's most dangerous border
crossing. Yet despite the escalating human toll, organizations working in
this area are having difficulties in getting skills and capacities developed
as a way to respond to its current migrant influx, in order to work on
protecting the rights of migrants and refugees.

All are affected by migration, especially young people, who are one of the most mobile
groups. For this, it’s important that people working with young people are aware of the
causes, opportunities and consequences of migration and could support both – young
emigrants and immigrants by creating opportunities, fighting discrimination and providing
support these young people need. Youth unemployment forces young people to move out of

their country, and in new countries they often face social exclusion and discrimination as
immigrants. They lack support in their country of origin from youth workers (who could
advise them on different opportunities about mobility) and they lack support in their country
of destination where youth organizations should be able to include them. On this project, we
focus on 2 main issues – the immigration related issues in connection to refugee crisis and
discrimination towards immigrants, and second – emigration of young people in connection
to youth unemployment. This is the situation faced by emigration countries, but also
attention should be drawn to immigration countries and inclusion of immigrants (especially
refugees). Europe is already having more migrants than ever before, and a collective
European action is in creation with most of the biggest European countries accepting
immigrants as Germany are having capacities and institutions equipped.
Each partner country on this project has shared their specific experience. Macedonia, for
example, is on the first line of migration route in Europe. According to International
Organization for Migration (IOM) more than a million immigrants came to Europe from
outside and even more are coming and most of them have passed via Macedonian and
Bulgarian territories.
There are different triggers and causes, push and
pull factors for migration which affects the
everyday life of all Europeans. There is forced
migration and voluntary migration, different
reasons and consequences of migration which
have led to new migration routes.
Indonesia is one of the biggest countries in the world and immigration is considered quite
big problem. Whilst Europe is facing migration problem for a long period of time and have
mechanisms for support,in Indonesia the situation is quitecomplicated. The UN high
commissioner for refugees and human rights, the UN chief's special representative for
international migration and development, and the head of the International Organization for
Migration issued a joint plea; "We strongly urge the leaders of Indonesia, Malaysia, and

Thailand to protect migrants and refugees stranded on vessels in the Bay of Bengal and the
Andaman Sea, to facilitate safe disembarkation, and to give priority to saving lives,
protecting rights, and respecting human dignity." On the other side, Indonesia is a country
with a big number of people that are migrating out to other countries. Economic
disadvantagesin developing countries like Indonesia drives people to seek work in Malaysia,
while unscrupulous agencies exacerbate the problem by exploiting the desperation of the
poor and unskilled migrants with unrealistic assurances of good-paying jobs.

With this project, we aimed to develop the
capacities of youth workers of Indonesian
organizations. Some of the output from this
project are intellectual outputs and training given
to youth workers so they are able to continue their
mission in training other organizations and
developing the work with migrants.

All of the partners involved in this project do have significant presence in their local
community in terms of offering possibilities for personal and professional advancement of
young people through non-formal education and youth policies. In this sense, the overall aim
of the project, together with the targeted aims of the Capacity building projects are in total
cohesionwiththeprime activities implemented by the partner NGOs.

Country Profiles, Facts, Statistics,
Regulations and Laws

Bulgaria
INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Bulgaria, with its southern border of 752 km, 259 km of which are
withTurkey and 493 km with Greece, is situated in the central Balkans and is targeted mainly
as a transit corridor for migrants, coming from the Middle East, heading further west.
According to an interview of an Iraqi woman in December 2007, reflected in Migration in,

from, and to Southeastern Europe:
“ They all use Bulgaria as a transit country to move further west, where conditions are

better. They come here, because this is the closest place to Turkey and the smugglers have
developed the smuggling routes very well. They all come aided by smugglers.”
On the 15th of December 2015, the European Commission presented a legislative proposal
for the creation of a European Border and Coast Guard, built on existing structures of
Frontex- an autonomous EU Agency based in Warsaw, which aims topromote, coordinate
and develop Europeanborder management in line with the EU fundamental rights charter
and the concept of Integrated Border Management- which has functions since October 2016
on the Bulgarian-Turkish border “Kapitan Andreevo”. The purpose is to help manage
migration more effectively, improve the internal security of the European Union and
safeguard the principle of free movement of people.

This fact alone is very valuable for Bulgaria, since it
contributes to the national defense. The European
Border

and

Coast

Guard

Agency,

which

demonstrates its capabilities well, can mobilize up
to 1500 personnel, which can be immediately sent
to the border. The staff members come from
different EU states and are technically wellequipped. In parallel to this, new migration “packages”(measures, guidances, reports) and
updated policies of the European Commission provide exchange of more information about
aliens, before the latter physically cross the border. The information includes specifications
(who enters, with what intentions, personal data), which can be shared among European
agencies and institutions and members states.
In conclusion, The EU investment plan “Juncker” foresees equivalent funds for third
countries near the European Union borders, the purpose of which is to decrease the
possibility of floods of “economic migrants”- which are not a legal classification, but rather an
umbrella term for a wide array of people that move from one country to another to advance
their economic and professional prospects.

STATISTICS
According to national statistics,
dating

from

01.01.1993

to

31.01.2017, thetop 5 countries,
from which asylum seekers come
to Bulgaria, are Afghanistan (24
310), Syrian A.R. (20 267), Iraq
(18 501), Pakistan (2 858) and
stateless aliens (2 097).

This statistic below shows the total number of asylum seekers for the whole period. The
massive influxes of aliens between the year 2013-2016 can be explained with the European
migrant crisis, which officially began in 2015.

Just this year(2017), from 01.01 to 31.01, data shows continuous influxes of aliens, coming
mostly from Syria and Afghanistan:

This pie chart shows the proportion of men, women and children of the asylum seekers in
the last 6 months.

This final stats table shows the exact number of processes for accepting and declining
migrants, as well as refugees, in the past couple of years.
Information for asylum seekers and decisions taken 01.01.2014 - 31.03.2017

Year

Applications
submitted

Refugee
status
granted

Subsidiary
protection
granted

Refusals

Terminated
procedures

Total
number of
decisions

2014

11081

5162

1838

500

2853

10353

2015

20391

4708

889

623

14567

20787

2016

19418

764

587

1732

8932

12015

2017(31.march)

1337

293

324

745

2987

20787

Total

52227

11838

3638

3600

29339

63942

Overall, currently there are 500 illegal migrants in Bulgaria. In the period 2014-2015, in
cooperation with Frontex, Bulgaria conducted around 15 operations for extraditions.

REGULATIONS AND LAWS
According to the Bulgarian Law on Asylum and Refugees, there are four types
of special protection, granted in the Republic of Bulgaria: asylum, refugee
status, humanitarian status and temporary protection.

Asylumis the protection, granted by the President of the Republic of Bulgaria, to aliens,
persecuted for reasons of their convictions or activity in advocating internationally recognized
rights and freedoms.

Refugee statusin the Republic of Bulgaria is granted by the Chairman of the State Agency
for Refugees to an alien who has a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a specific social group or political opinion and/or
conviction.

Humanitarian statusis granted by the Chairman of the State Agency for Refugees to an
alien, forced to leave or to stay outside his country of origin or residence for reasons of
threat to his life, security or freedom as a result of violence, arising out of situations such as
armed conflicts, or who faces a threat of torture or other forms of inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment. Humanitarian status may also be granted for other humanitarian
reasons or on other grounds stipulated in the Bulgarian legislation, as well as on the grounds
indicated in the Conclusions of the Executive Committee of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.

Temporary protectionis granted by the Council of Ministers for a specific period in the
event of mass influx of aliens, who are forced to leave their country of origin or residence as
a result of an armed conflict, civil war, foreign aggression, large-scale violations of human
rights or violence in the territory of the relevant country or in a specific area thereof and
who, for those reasons, cannot return there.
The applications for asylum, refugee status and humanitarian status are granted on the basis
of the individual examination. As regards temporary protection, every member of the group
is considered at first sight a refugee.

The aliens in the Republic of Bulgaria who have been granted asylum or refugee status have
equal rights and obligations.
A recognized refugee acquires the rights and obligations of a Bulgarian national with the
exception of: the right to participate in general and municipal elections, in national and
regional referendums, as well as to participate in the establishment of political parties and be
a member of such parties; to hold positions for which Bulgarian nationality is required by
law; to be a member of the armed forces; other restrictions explicitly laid down by law.
A recognized refugee has the right to request family reunification on the territory of the
Republic of Bulgaria. Permission for family reunification is granted by the Chairman of the
State Agency for Refugees.
Any alien with humanitarian status has the same rights and obligations as an alien holding a
permanent residence permit in the Republic of Bulgaria.
A recognized refugee or an alien with humanitarian status have the right to an identity card
and to a foreign travel certificate, which is issued under the conditions and procedures laid
down in the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, the Law on Bulgarian
Identity Documents, and the Law on Asylum and Refugees.
Aliens with respect to whom a temporary protection has been granted have the right: to
reside in the country for the entire duration of the temporary protection; to an identity
document; to social security contributions; to food, shelter and clothing, work, medical care
and services under the procedure and conditions set in the act whereby temporary
protection is granted.

In Bulgaria there are three laws, related to foreigners, migrants and
refugees:
1.

The Foreigners in the Republic of Bulgaria Act

2.

The Law on Asylum and Refugees

3.

The Law on labor migration and labor mobility

OPPORTUNITIES ON THE LABOR MARKET

According to the Law on labor migration and labor mobility, these are the possibilities for
foreign migrants to get documents in Bulgaria for staying and working:
1. A third country citizen is granted access to the labor market:
●
●
●

Where there is an employment contract with a local employer;
When the person is sent on a business trip or sent for provision of public services in
the Republic of Bulgaria;
Has moved on a corporate transfer or operates as a freelancer.

2. Access to the labor market of aliens workers are allowed for positions for
which the law does not require Bulgarian citizenship:
-

According to the conditions, development and public interests of the Bulgarian
labor market, following a preliminary study by the employer;

-

Provided that in the preceding 12 months, the total number of employees of the
local employer, foreigners do not exceed 10 percent of the average number of
payroll employed Bulgarian citizens who are nationals of countries - members of
the European Union, or other countries party to the Agreement on the European
Economic Area and Swiss Confederation;

-

When the proposed conditions of work and pay are no more favorable than those
of Bulgarian citizens from the labor category.

3. No authorisation is required for foreign workers who:
- have permission for long-term or permanent residence in Bulgaria and for members
of their families;
- have granted asylum or international protection in the Republic of Bulgaria (refugee
or humanitarian status), under the Law on Asylum and Refugees;
- For which this is provided for in international treaties to which Bulgaria is a party;
- Benefiting from rights under Art. 29, para. 3 of the Law on Asylum and Refugees;
- Asylum or international protection seekers - for labor activities organized in the
centers of the State Agency for Refugees at the Council of Ministers;
- Benefiting from rights under Art. 44a para. 4 of the Law on Foreigners in the Republic
of Bulgaria – until the realization of the expulsion.

EXAMPLES OF THE TYPE OF WORK REFUGEES CAN DO WITHIN BULGARIA:
The State Agency for Refugees(SAR) provides assistance in seeking and finding work for the
foreigners. These persons are consulted by SAR social experts at the Council of Ministers on
issues, related to employment and the process of seeking and finding work, on the
recognition of professional qualifications on the grounds of origin, rights and obligations,
vocational training opportunities and information about free workplaces.
Since the beginning of the year 2017, more than 50 persons have sought assistance from
SAR with the Council of Ministers for employment. All of them are aimed at job vacancies
that are appropriate to their education and professional experience.
Major sectors of work for refugees include: trade (clothing, shoes, bags, toys, household
goods, groceries), communal services (hairdressing, barber and beauty salons), fast food,
tailoring factories and factories for manufacturing various products. These sectors are
characterized by a great movement of the workforce.
Larger companies interested in and employing refugees are: Trade Centers "Trade 24" and
"Texus International", "ETEM GROUP" (factory for production of industrial aluminum profiles)
in Sofia, "Pirin Tex "(confectionery factory) in the town of Gotse Delchev," Convoy "in Novi
Iskar," Pro Market "chain of stores and" Aladdin Foods ".From the beginning of the year,
employers from different spheres of activity have filed an application with SAR with the
Council of Ministers for hiring refugees in vacancies. Most of them, before offering work to
the refugees, searched for unsuccessful cadres among the unemployed Bulgarian citizens,
registered in the labor offices.

Announced job vacancies require a variety of qualifications - there are positions for
specialists with higher education (engineers, computer specialists, doctors, etc.), as well as
proposals, requiring lower education or qualification (stock breeders, workers in the
processing industry, tailors, mechanics, chefs, etc.). Some of the proposals include free
housing and wages that vary, depending on the nature of the job and the position, from 500
to 1500 leva per month.

TOP Bulgarian NGOs, working with migrants:
Association "Integra Bulgaria" is an NGO registered under the NGO Law in 2012. Its
mission is to connect people at all levels and backgrounds and to develop in them qualities of
successful social and economic integration in society, based on their own resources. We
believe that in everyone there is striving for their own well-being, personal and professional
development and we work forthey change because we believe that people should achieve
the results they deserve.http://integrabulgaria.weebly.com/
Association for refugees and migrantshttp://abm-bg.org/
The Bulgarian Helsinki Committee was established on 14 July 1992 as an independent
non-governmental organisation for the protection of human rights. The objectives of the
committee are to promote respect for the human rights of every individual, to stimulate
legislative reform to bring Bulgarian legislation in line with international human rights
standards, to trigger public debate on human rights issues, to carry out advocacy for the
protection of human rights, and to popularise and make widely available human rights
instruments.http://www.bghelsinki.org/
The Bulgarian Council on Refugees and Migrants (BCRM) was founded in 2005 by the
Bulgarian Red Cross, the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee and Caritas-Bulgaria as a platform of
their activities related to the refugee and migration policy, protection and integration of
refugees and migrants.http://www.bcrm-bg.org/en/index.html
Red Cross Bulgaria -http://www.redcross.bg/
Centre Immigration and Integration. pursues the achievement of the following
objectives:development and introduction of complex, innovative and interdisciplinary
educational, scientific and cultural programmes, related with the advancement of the civil
society in Bulgaria and increased civic participation in the policy-making process;study and
assistance of the social integration and personal realization of young people and persons in
vulnerable socio-economic condition, including ethnic minorities, refugees and migrants and
etc. http://cii.gateway.bg/

Germany
Introduction
Germany is a federal parliamentary republic in central-western Europe. It includes 16
constituent states, covers an area of 357,021 square kilometres (137,847 sq mi), and has a
largely temperate seasonal climate. With approximately 82 million inhabitants, Germany is
the most populous member state of the European Union. After the United States, it is the
second most popular immigration destination in the world.
In 2015, the Population Division of the United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs listed Germany as host to the second-highest number of international migrants
worldwide, about 5% or 12 million of all 244 million migrants. Germany ranks 7th amongst
EU countries and 37th globally in terms of the percentage of migrants who made up part of
the country's population. As of 2014, the largest national group was from Turkey
(2,859,000), followed by Poland (1,617,000), Russia (1,188,000), and Italy (764,000). Since
1987, around 3 million ethnic Germans, mostly from the former Eastern Bloc countries, have
exercised their right of return and emigrated to Germany.
The year 2015 was characterised by unusually high immigration of foreigners to Germany.
Based on provisional results of a flash estimation of migration statistics, the Federal
Statistical Office reports that the arrival of just under 2 million foreign people was registered
by the end of 2015. At the same time, roughly 860,000 foreigners departed Germany.
Consequently, net migration of foreign people amounted to 1.14 million. This is the highest
net immigration of foreigners ever recorded in the history of the Federal Republic of
Germany.
In 2014 more than 276,000 people entered illegally into the European Union, an increase of
138% from 2013.[44] Since the numbers of asylum applications and illegal immigration to
Europe and especially Germany rose tremendously from 2013 onwards.
Due to the above-average migration surpluses the number of inhabitants of Germany has
returned to an upward trend since 2012.
All issues in relation to immigration and emigration are governed by laws of German federal
government and by those of the European Union. In Germany all legal questions concerning

personal status of immigrants within the state borders, the rate and extent of emigration,
residency permissions and their extension as immigration following integration of foreigners
in German society are answered in a legislative package of German federal government
called ‘Zuwanderungsgesetz’, which came into force in 2005. Significant part of these federal
laws is Freedom of Movement Law (‘Freizügigkeitsgesetz’) enforced by the European Union
and applied in all member states, allowing citizens from countries of European Union to live
and work freely within the scope of the whole Union. However, citizens of Croatia are
exempt from the free movement of workers principle for a transition period of no more than
7 years (ending 2020), after the country's EU Accession in 2013.
Immigration to Germany as a non-EU-citizen is still limited to skilled workers (individuals with
either a university or polytechnic degree or at least 3 years of training together with job
experience), students and their immediate family members. Germany has 3 types of
immigration titles: Visas (validity of up to 90 days), (temporary) residence permits, and
settlement permits (permanent residence permits).

Asylum seekers in Germany
The term refugee is often used in everyday language as a synonym for people who have
been displaced, but the law on asylum only understands it as covering recognised refugees
in accordance with the Geneva Refugee Convention, that is individuals who are given
refugee protection once their asylum proceedings have been completed. In terms of its
definition, it does not include other groups of individuals. As the authority responsible for
implementing the law on asylum, we therefore need to apply a precise legal definition. The
Federal Office hence distinguishes between the following groups of individuals:
Asylum-seekers: individuals who intend to file an asylum application but have not yet been
registered by the Federal Office as asylum applicants.
Asylum applicants: asylum applicants whose asylum proceedings are pending and whose
case has not yet been decided on.
Persons entitled to protection and persons entitled to remain: individuals who receive an
entitlement to asylum, refugee protection or subsidiary protection, or who may remain in
Germany on the basis of a ban on deportation.
Germany has been the most sought-after final destination in the EU migrant and refugee
crisis.

German asylum law is based on the 1993 amendment of article 16a of the Basic Law as well
as on the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.
After the development of the migrant crisis Germany decided to use the derogation
possibility of article 17 of the Dublin III Regulation for humanitarian reasons. Germany
immediately began to deploy a quota system to distribute asylum seekers among all German
states.
In accordance with the Geneva Convention on Refugees, Germany grants refugee status to
persons that are facing prosecution because of their race, religion, nationality or belonging to
a special group. Since 2005, recognized refugees enjoy the same rights as people who were
granted asylum.
The statistics from 2016 made by BAMF show three main countries of asylum seekers in
Germany. Syria is on top with 36.9%. Afghanistan – 17.6% and Iraq – 13.3%. This means
that more than two-thirds (67,7%) of all initial applications since January have accounted for
the first three countries of origin.
Reasons refugees come to Germany
German basic law:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Human dignity shall not be violated;
Personal freedom
Equality before the law
Equal rights of men and women
Prohibition of discrimination
Freedom of faith and conscience

●
●

Freedom of expression and freedom of the press
Marriage and family / family welfare

Some of German NGOs working with (im)migrants
PRO ASYL advocates for the rights of refugees in Germany and in Europe.
It helps them, to apply for asylum and investigates human rights violations. It also
campaigns for an open society in which refugees receive protection.www.proasyl.de
Network Migration in Europe regards itself as a platform of scholars and
practitioners within the field of migration and integration. Its work interconnects information,
education, consultation, research and networking within Europe.www.network-migration.org
Migrationsrat Berlin-Brandenburg e.V.is an umbrella organization coordinating more
than seventy self-organised "migrant" initiatives. Beyond characteristics such as origin,
religion, sex or sexual orientation, it represents the interests of different groups of people in
Berlin and Brandenburg.http://www.migrationsrat.de
Kontakt- und Beratungsstelle für Flüchtlinge und Migrant_innen e.V. – KuB
The Contact and Consultation Center for Refugees and Migrants in Berlin-Kreuzberg
(Kontakt- und Beratungsstelle für Flüchtlinge und Migrant_innen e.V. – KuB) is a registered
non-profit association, whose purpose is to provide support and consultation services for
refugees and migrants from all over the world, in matters concerning not only social and
residence law, but also psychosocial and other existential questions.
https://www.kub-berlin.org/index.php/en
GoVolunteerbrings projects and initiatives in the field of refugee relief to people who want
to help. This nonprofit organization helps enthusiasts and professionals to initiate and run
refugee related projects. GoVolunteer strives to simplify refugee aid: everyone should be
able to quickly and easily help where the help and support is needed.www.govolunteer.com
Die Landesflüchtlingsräte
Die Landesflüchtlingsräte are independent representatives of the refugee organizations,
support groups and solidarity initiatives committed in German federal states. Die
Landesflüchtlingsräte (The State Refugees Councils) are networked and are members of the
Federal Workers' Association for Refugees PRO ASYL. www.fluechtlingsrat.de

The Center UEBERLEBEN is an umbrella institution of human rights organizations based in
Berlin and northern Iraq, working in national and international projects. In close cooperation
we aim to give refugees, migrants and victims of violence the chance to have a dignified
future.www.ueberleben.org

European Union
Immigration is a permanent feature of European society; of the 474 million nationals and
legal foreign residents of the EU, European Economic Area (EEA) and Switzerland, some 42
million were born outside their European country of residence. In absolute terms, Germany
has by far the largest foreign-born population (Münz 2006). Immigration is still the main
element in demographic growth within the EU.
Immigration rules are not the same in every EU country. This is because most EU countries
have both EU rules and their own national rules.
Migration into and within Europe is regulated by a combination of national law, EU law, the
ECHR, the ESC and by other international obligations entered into by European states. Not
all EU Member States are bound by all the different pieces of EU legislation in the field of
asylum, border management and immigration.

Under EU law, asylum seekers have a right to remain in the territory of the host state while
they await a final decision on their asylum application and must be given identity documents.
States have a right to decide whether to grant foreigners access to their territory, but must
respect EU law, the ECHR (European Court of Human Rights) and applicable human rights
guarantees.
EU countries have agreed that the EU should have common, or EU-wide, immigration and
visa rules that will be valid all across the 28 member countries.
These are set out in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (2009) and include
common rules on:
● Entry and residence conditions for migrants;
● Procedures for issuing long-term visas and residence permits;
● The rights of migrants living legally in an EU country;
● Tackling irregular immigration and unauthorised residence;
● The fight against human trafficking;
● Agreements on the readmission of citizens returning to their own countries;
● Incentives and support for EU countries to promote the integration of migrants.

The Dublin Regulation

(Regulation No. 604/2013; sometimes the

Dublin III Regulation; previously the Dublin II Regulation and Dublin Convention) is a
European Union (EU) law that determines the EU Member State responsible to examine an
application for asylum seekers seeking international protection under the Geneva Convention
and the EU Qualification Directive, within the European Union. It is the cornerstone of the
Dublin System, which consists of the Dublin Regulation and the EURODAC Regulation, which
establishes a Europe-wide fingerprinting database for unauthorised entrants to the EU. The
Dublin Regulation aims to "determine rapidly the Member State responsible [for an asylum
claim]” and provides for the transfer of an asylum seeker to that Member State. Usually, the
responsible Member State will be the state through which the asylum seeker first entered the
EU.

Indonesia
INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a country with almost 250 million people spread across the archipelago of
17,600 islands and a porous coastline of 81,000 km long. This makes the country a prime
source, destination and transit country for outbound and inbound migrants. It also
experiences important internal movements of population due to demands for labor,
communal tensions and natural disasters.
Within the parameters of the (i)migration project, Indonesia has tackled various migration
issues in both in and out migrations, whether or not legal migrations. Indonesia has a net
migration rate of -1.2 migrant(s)/1,000 population (2016 est, data from CIA World
Factbook). This means that Indonesia have more people leaving the country than entering.
A "Legal" immigrant is defined as someone who is legally admitted of entry to a country not
of their country of origin, through the legal process conducted by the host country and those
who has been granted authorization to reside in the host country.
In this case, a person who would like to work legally in Indonesia, there are terms and
conditions that must be obeyed by the applicant. One of them is the employer has to fulfill
the required document called “Izin Menggunakan Tenaga Kerja Asing” or IMTA as an
employing permit, it is obliged to all foreign and local companies in a legal businesses. As for
the worker to fulfill, according to Article 36 paragraph (1) Permenaker 16/2015, there are
several requirements that a person should fulfill such as educated in accordance to the
position of job the person about to take, has working experience for at least 5 years, etc.
Based on the work permit (IMTA), the Indonesia’s Directorate General of Immigration will
issue a limited stay permit “Visa tinggal terbatas” (VITAS), and the limited stay permit card
(KITAS). The information will be based on two legal instruments: the Work Permit Regulation
No. 16/2015 and No. 35/2015.
This will also apply for any foreigners that are in a position as a Director/Commissioner in an
Indonesian-registered company and plan to stay in Indonesia. They need to get a work
permit (IMTA) even if the person does not receive a salary for the position mentioned, or in
condition the person (in an Indonesian-registered company) live outside Indonesia, yet
frequently visit Indonesia under a business visa, a work permit (IMTA) is needed too. The

general requirements for obtaining work permit is written in Article 36, Government
Regulation No. 35, Year 2015. Usually, a business visa is used for business trips, such as
short courses, seminars, trainings, and meetings. This is different with work permits that are
used for working full-time and receives a salary in the country that issues the permit.
The legal framework on (i)migrants in the context of the Indonesia country laws
exist concerning migration, are written in the Indonesian national law:
1. No. 39/2004 about Placement and Protection Indonesian Migrant Worker.
2. No. 6/2012 about Protection Rights on Migrant Worker and Their Families.
3. Government Act No. 3/2013 about Placement on Migrant Workers in Overseas.
4. Government Act No. 4/2013 about Protection on Migrant Workers in Overseas.
5. Government Act No. 5/2013 about Procedures on Assessment Agencies and Users
6. Government Act No. 4/2015 about Implementation of Inspection on Placement and
Protection Indonesian Migrant Worker.
7. Ministry of Labor Act No. 22/2014 about Procedures Placement and Protection of
Indonesian Migrant Worker.
8. Ministry of Labor Act No. 1/2012 about Amendment No. 7/2010 about Indonesian Migrant
Worker Insurance.
9. Ministry of Foreign Affairs Act No. 4/2008 about Citizen Service
10. Presidential decree 125/ Year 2016 about to handle foreign refugees

Refugee law
Indonesia is not a signatory of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, nor
its 1967 protocol. The Indonesian government indicated a plan to accede to the Convention
in 2009 according to the government’s Human Rights Action Plan, but there has been no
indication of when this will occur.
However, the right to seek asylum has been guaranteed in the Indonesian Constitution
Article 28G (2), which says “Each person has the right to be free from torture or inhuman
and degrading treatment and shall be entitled to obtain political asylum from another
country”.

Existing Human Rights Framework
Article 38 of Law No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights also guarantees that: “Everyone has the
right to seek and receive political asylum from another country.”.
Indonesia has also ratified, among others, the following international and regional human
rights instruments:
●

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),

●
●
●
●
●

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights(ICESCR)
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
Convention on the Rights of the Child
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
ASEAN Human Rights Declaration

Law No. 37 of 1999 on Foreign Relations provides that refugees and asylum seekers will
specifically be regulated by a presidential decree; however, no decree has so far been
passed.
The only legal provision used by the Indonesian government, especially the immigration
authority, to deal with asylum seekers and refugees is regulation IMI-1489.UM.08.05, issued
by the Director-General for Immigration in 2010. The regulation provides that any migrant
who seeks asylum will not be subject to deportation; they will be referred to UNHCR and
allowed to stay as long as they hold certification issued by UNHCR. They might also be
released from detention upon approval by the immigration authority, and will be
subsequently supported by IOM or UNHCR. Those who are rejected by UNHCR will be
subject to detention, fines, and/or deportation.
In contradiction with the right to seek asylum, in practice the Indonesian authorities refer to
Law No. 6 of 2011 on Immigration, which defines an asylum seeker or refugee simply as an
‘illegal migrant’. Asylum seekers and refugees may consequently be detained for up to ten
years without due process of law. The only opportunity they have is if they are considered
victims of people smuggling or trafficking.
A draft Fixed Protocol (Protap) on Protection of Refugees and Asylum Seekers was prepared
in 2013 by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs with the involvement of various government and
legal stakeholders, UN agencies and civil society organisations. The draft requires ratification
by the President of Indonesia but this did not occur in 2013 and is unlikely to occur in 2014
given that general elections are due to be held to elect a new President, a new presidential
decree which guarantees the rights of refugees and asylum seekers is issued on Presidential
decree No. 125 year 2016, which has been implemented since December 31st of 2016.

International Human Rights Treaties
Despite Indonesia being a non-signatory country to the Refugees Convention, the right of
refugees and asylum seekers are theoretically guaranteed under several domestic laws and
international human rights treaties:
●
●

●
●

Non-refoulement: article 3 of the Convention Against Torture, as well as in the
Indonesian Constitution.
Non-discrimination, article 3 of the Human Rights Law No. 39 of 1999, the ICCPR and
the ICESCR
Freedom of religion: article 28E and 29 of Constitution, article 22 of the Human
Rights Law, article 18 of the ICCPR, article 14 of the CRC
Right to marriage: article 28B of the Constitution, article 10 of the Human Rights

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Law, and article 23 of the ICCPR
Right of association: article 28E of the Constitution, article 24 and 39 of the Human
Rights Law, article 22 of the ICCPR, and article 8 of the ICESCR.
Access to court and legal assistance: article 28D of the Constitution; articles 5, 18, 66
of the Human Rights Law; and article 14 of the ICCPR and Law on Legal Aid No.16 of
2011.
Right to engage in wage-earning employment: article 28E of the Constitution, article
38 of the Human Rights Law, and article 6 of the ICESCR.
Right to housing: article 28E and 28H of the Constitution, article 40 Human Rights
Law, and article 11 of the ICESCR.
Right to public education: article 28C and 28E of the Constitution, article 12 and 60 of
the Human Rights Law, and article 13 of the ICESCR
Freedom of movement, as guaranteed in the article 27 of the Human Rights Law, and
article 12 of the ICCPR.
Right for naturalization: article 28D and 28E Constitution, article 26 of the Human
Rights Law, and the Law on Nationality No. 12 of 2006.

This means that there is no legal justification for the Indonesian government to neglect the
rights of refugees and asylum seekers. However, in practice, these protections cannot be
relied upon.

Labour Migrant
Indonesia is one of the world’s major supplies of migrant workers with approximately over
six million Indonesian Migrant Workers (TKI) work overseas. In addition to legally deployed
overseas Indonesian workers, Indonesia has a high level of irregular overseas workers
without undergoing the formal recruitment scheme. Over the last decade, Indonesia has
become one of the world’s major suppliers of unskilled labour, it is the second largest
exporter of labour in Asia after the Philippines.
In Indonesia, information on labour migration is hardly available at the grassroots level and
many prospective migrant workers are uninformed or misinformed of the process. This lack
of information leaves many TKIs vulnerable to recruitment malpractices and labour
exploitation. For this reason numerous Indonesian NGOs work towards improving labour
migration management in Indonesia, for example through capacity-building and community
awareness-raising on safe migration, the risk of trafficking in persons and financial literacy.
These activities are envisioned to help those planning on overseas work to make informed
decisions, build realistic expectations of labour migration and better anticipate risks and
challenges throughout the migration process.

Main Indonesian NGOs working with migrants:
Serikat Buruh Migran Indonesia (SBMI)or Indonesian Migrant Workers Union (SBMI) is
an organization of migrant workers and members of their families. Established on February
25, 2003, with mission to perform critical education, fighting the right and policies in favor,
organizing,
build
productive
economic
alternative
for
Migrant
workers,
democraticconstitutional systems, guaranteed human rights social justice,
antidiscrimination, etc. www.sbmi.or.id
Pusat Sumber Daya Buruh Migran- Migrant Worker Resource Centre is a service for
support or mainstreaming the issue of Indonesian Migrant Workers (BMI) through
management of information and knowledge. Through this support, the activists of migrant
workers to communicate and exchange information with fellow migrant workers, families,
migrant workers associations, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and government
agencies. www.buruhmigran.or.id
IoMis organization in the field of migration and works closely with governmental,
intergovernmental and non-governmental partners.IOM works in the four broad areas of
migration management; which are: Migration and development, Facilitating migration,
Regulating migration, Forced migration.http://www.iom.int
Migrant Care is located in the Center of Jakarta, Migrant Care seeks in enhancing the lives
of Indonesian migrant workers and their families by widening the awareness of migrant
workers and their families of their rights as workers and as well as a citizen, expanding the
workers’ network, global policy advocacy and also legal assistance to migrant workers who
are being subjected to injustice and torture or violence,etc. http://migrantcare.net
Solidaritas Perempuan - Women's Solidarity (SP) was established on December 10, 1990,
the members of women's solidarity are scattered throughout Indonesia, knitting together the
power of women to counter opposition to all forms of oppression against women in various
contexts. The mandate of the program is directed at efforts to build the feminist movement
based on Women Migrant Workers (including prospective and former) and their families to
fight gender inequality and impoverishment due to politics of the State and non-state, so
that they are able to have access to and control over their rights and political decisions that
determine their lives with this reinforcement, they are expected to be able to help and
managing the person's vulnerability on the unsafe migration, trafficking and HIV and AIDS
issue. www.solidaritasperempuan.org
Seruniorganisation supports returning migrants to indonesia. Working with various
foundations Seruni support returning migrants to develop financial management skills as well
as teaching them skills in business development. The aim of the programme is to support
returning migrants to be confident, financially independent and deter them from looking for
work outside of the country. http://serunibanyumas.blogspot.mk/

Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network (APRRN)was first initiated at the first Asia Pacific
Consultation on Refugee Rights (APCRR) held in Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia) in November 2008.
It has an open and growing network consisting of more than 300 civil society organisations
and individuals from over 28 countries committed to advancing the rights of refugees in the
Asia Pacific region. APRRN aims to advance the rights of refugees and other people in need
of protection through joint advocacy, capacity strengthening, resource sharing and outreach.
Prior to the establishment of the Network, groups worked in isolation, within their in their
local contexts. http://aprrn.info/
Human Rights Working Group : The reality in society shows that the development of the
human rights situation in Indonesia is still going on in various forms offense or crime, both in
the context of civil and political rights and in the context of economic, social and cultural. A
reflection of the various forms of oppression, slavery, lack of punishment (impunity) for
perpetrators of human rights violations, crimes against the environment and natural
resources, deprivation of the rights of indigenous peoples, crimes against human rights
defenders (human rights defenders), torture and abuses the other, neglect of the rights of
migrant workers, violence against women and children, violence against the cult / religious
and other minorities, crimes that occur due to corrupt power. In an effort to respond to the
issue of human rights are also in 2003 there was about 20 (twenty) institutions that
concentrated on issues of human rights set up HRWG (Human Rights Working Group –
Indonesian NGO Coalition for International Human Rights Advocacy or Kelompok Kerja
Koliasi NGO Indonesia untuk advokasi Internasional Hak Asasi Manusia). http://aprrn.info/
International Detention Coalition (IDC) is a unique global network, of over 300 civil
society organisations and individuals in more than 70 countries, that advocate for, research
and provide direct services to refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants affected by
immigration detention.
Jakarta Legal Aid Institute (Lembaga Bantuan Hukum) is providing legal assistance free
of charge to the victims of injustice, the poor, the blind legal and oppressed. Working on
labor cases, minority and target groups, asylum seekers, society and urban and many more.
The scope area is in Jakarta, the capital city and around the Jakarta areas.
http://www.bantuanhukum.or.id/web/
Jesuit Refugee Service Indonesia (JRS),mission is to offer holistic human services to
forcibly displaced persons. JRS recognises the human dignity in refugees through
itsaccompaniment. JRS is a humanitarian organization which was founded on the 14
November 1980 as an answer to the suffering of 'boat people' from Vietnam were on Galang
Island. Over the last 30 years, JRS together with all parties concerned, to accompany, serve
and defend the rights of refugees both those who are in refugee camps, urban areas as well
as in the homes of immigration detention.http://jrs.or.id/

UNHCR Indonesia - The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is an
agency mandated by the UN to coordinate international actions to protect the rights and
well-being of refugees. UNHCR Indonesia is a representative of UNHCR and established since
1979 with headquarters in Jakarta.

Example of Work from Main Indonesian NGOs working with migrants:
1. Project on Legal Aid for Migrant Worker
2. Training on Pre-Departure
3. Paralegal Training Project
4. Empowerment for Ex Migrant Worker
5. Access to Information
6. Referral case between NGO's on placement country and origin country
7. Gender Training
8. Improving service on contractual and insurance
9. Organizing Training
10. Human Rights Training

Macedonia
INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Macedonia is a country in the Balkan Peninsula in Southeast Europe. It is
one of the successor states of the former Yugoslavia, from which it declared independence in
1991. The country's geography is defined primarily by mountains, valleys, and rivers. The
total area of the country is 25,713 sq km. The capital and largest city Skopje is home to
roughly a quarter of the nation's 2.06 million inhabitants. The majority of the residents are
ethnic Macedonians (64,2%). Albanians form a significant minority at around 25,2 percent,
followed by Turks (3,9%), Romani (2,7%), Serbs (1,8%), and others (2,2%).Geographically,
this small nation (apart from bordering with Kosovo to the northwest, Serbia to the north,
Bulgaria to the east, to the west) it finds itself caught between Greece, the main arrival point
for refugees seeking shelter in Europe. The route through Macedonia from the Middle East
and Europe has been used for centuries. It has a favorable geostrategic position including
the 10th Pan-European transport corridor, connecting Southern and Central Europe. Due to
Macedonia’s geographical position it became one of the top countries used as a transit route
for illegal migrants entering the EU. According to the statistics provided by the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 2008, there were 50 registered people
seeking asylum, while in 2014 this figures reached 1,260 (UNHCR). In the past two to three
years most frequent asylum seekers have been Syrians, Afghans and Somalis. According to
numbers from the Ministry of Interior, illegal migration in the country has tripled compared
to last year, which in 2014 registered 41,314 migrants, half of which come from Syria and 40
percent from Afghanistan. While in the period from 2001 to 2010 29,605 illegal migrants
were
discovered
by
the
police.

Illegal border crossings on the Western Balkans route in numbers.
Statistics and fundings

Demographics of Refugee Arrivals to Macedonia in the First Week of March 2016:From
October 1, 2015, to March 6. 2016, the UNHCR estimates that approximately 531,000 people
have arrived in or passed through Macedonia. Roughly speaking, this means about 3,300
migrants have been in Macedonia each day since October 1st, 2015. Increased regulation
has slowed the flow; on March 7, 2016 127 migrants were received into Macedonia.
Breakdown by Gender:

Breakdown by Age and Gender:

Funding → Due to the alarming situation, the implementation of a programme of regional
support for managing migrations in the Western Balkans and Turkey within the IPA II
programme began in November 2015 and will last for three years, with a budget of eight
million euros. Due to the programme, the countries will be better equipped to respond to
the influx of migrants, inter alia by better identification of migrants, improved information
exchange setting the basis for finding sustainable solutions for return. The project will be
implemented by the Commission, jointly with competent EU agencies, including Frontex, as
well as the International Organization for Migrants (IOM) and the UN Agency for Refugees
(UNHCR). The European Commission earmarked 1.5 million euros in humanitarian aid on 26
August 2015 to help refugees and migrants in Serbia and the Republic of Macedonia. This

serves as support for partner humanitarian organizations to provide elementary human
needs, such as potable water, hygiene items, healthcare, and shelter. Aid is also directed at
providing protection for refugees and migrants, improving reception centres, coordination
and submitting reports on migration issues in the region.
The European Commission recently earmarked 90,000 euros of humanitarian aid for the
Republic of Macedonia(31 July 2015) as a response to the extraordinary situation. The funds
were channelled through the Emergency Aid Fund of the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies, and paid directly to the Red Cross associations in these
countries. With the new funds, the total EU humanitarian aid for vulnerable refugees and
migrants in Serbia and FYR-Macedonia is 1.74 million euros.
Funding from EU commission - Macedonia:
Space Available to Host Migrants: Expected Space Availability: Macedonia has planned to
increase space to 2.000 places.
Funding for Migration Related Activities as of 6 October, 2015

Overall pre-accession support (past and planned) 24 million euros

12 million euros under IPA I for renovation of border police stations,
strengthening of police capabilities to monitor the border and
combatting human trafficking

12 million euros under IPA II for 2016 towards helping the
Macedonian government to improve infrastructure, equipment, and IT
support, improving police stations, strengthening visa policy,
combatting human trafficking and aiding victims of trafficking

These figures include both previous and planned funding from the Instrument for
Pre-Accession, comprising IPA I (2007-2013) and IPA II (2014-2020)

Laws and regulations/human rights framework + Legal and illegal
(im)migration in Macedonia
The republic of Macedonia has a national asylum law, the Law on Asylum and
Temporary Protection that was substantially amended in 2012, with the amended version
having come into force in 2013. UNHCR participated in the drafting process, in an effort to
ensure that the legislation is in line with international standards, although there are still
some exceptions.
According to this law, an asylum seeker is a foreigner who seeks protection from the
Republic of Macedonia from the day he has approached the Ministry of Interior until the day
of issuance that a final decision in the procedure for recognition of the right of asylum. This
law regulates who can apply for asylum and what rights and obligations the applicants are
entitled or liable to. In this case, the right of asylum can be granted to:
-recognized refugee
-person under humanitarian protection
With this law, a recognized refugee is a foreigner who owing to well-founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group of his/her political opinion, is outside the country of his/her nationality and is unable,
or owing to such fear, does not want to be under protection of that country. As well, one not
having a nationality and being outside the country in which he/she had an habitual
residence, is unable or, owing to such fear does not want to return to it.
A person under humanitarian protection is a foreigner to whom the Republic of
Macedonia grants the right of asylum on humanitarian grounds and gives a permission to
remain within its territory because he would be subjected to torture, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment, in the state of his nationality, or in which, not having a nationality,
he has a habitual place of residence.

Procedures
The procedure for asylum in the first instance is conducted and decided by the Ministry of
Interior, through the organizational unit responsible for asylum.
Upon arrival all the refugees are obliged to register at the border control. According to
Macedonian law, the refugees that officially have registered as refugees has a period of 72
hours to either leave the country or apply for an asylum. If they decide to apply for asylum,
they need to submit an official asylum request immediately after entering Macedonia. The
request should be submitted to the border police while crossing the country’s border or to
the nearest inland police station.

During this 72 hours period (while considering an application for asylum) applicants have
their own rights and responsibilities:
− reside in the Reception Centre or other place of accommodation assigned by the Ministry
of Labour and Social Policy;
− co-operate with the asylum bodies, in particular to give his personal data, to hand over the
identity and other documents which they may possess, to allow their photograph and
fingerprinting to be taken, their person searched as well as their luggage and the vehicle by
which they have arrived in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as to give data about their
property and income;
− subject themselves to medical examinations, treatment and omitted immunisation upon
request of the bodies competent for the activities in the field of healthcare, and,
− to respect the house rules of the Reception Centre or other place of accommodation
assigned by the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy.
The law states that the asylum seekers have the right of legal assistance and explanation
regarding the conditions and procedure for recognition of the right to asylum. Furthermore,
in all stages of the process the applicants for asylum may communicate with persons
providing legal assistance, representatives of the High Commissioner for Refugees and nongovernmental humanitarian organizations, and have a right to a translator in case they do
not understand the language in which the procedure of the application is presented
(translator provided by the Department of asylum). All costs are covered by the Ministry of
Interior.

Submission of an Asylum Application
Applications for recognition of the right to asylum are submitted to the Section for Asylum
when entering Macedonia. The request is declared to the police at the border or to the
nearest police station. Regarding family reunification cases, according to Article 8 of the Law
on Asylum and Temporary Protection, the applications can be submitted to the
diplomatic/consular missions of the Republic of Macedonia abroad.
For the asylum application, an asylum-seeker is asked to attach the following documents if
possible (if in possession of such):







travel document;
visas, residence permits, or other similar documents;
identity card or other identification documents;
a birth and marriage certificate (where possible);
travel tickets and similar, as well as,
other papers or documents that could be of significance in the procedure for
recognition of the right to asylum.

After submitting the application for asylum, the Department of Asylum has three days to
issue a certificate of an asylum seeker. This should be in a printed version with a registration

number and date. The document confirms their status of the asylum seekers and proves that
the applicant is allowed to stay in the Republic of Macedonia during all the legal proceedings.
The Department of Asylum at the Ministry of Interior should notify the asylum applicants, the
outcome of the application and submission in written and oral language which they would
understand, no later than 15 days from the submission of the application.
The documents that are eventually issued by the Ministry of Interior to the asylum seekers
and refugees are the following:
 identity document for asylum seeker;
 identity card for recognised refugee and person under humanitarian protection;
 travel document for recognised refugee
On the same grounds as the nationals, the people of concern under subsidiary protection
and ones with recognised refugee status receive housing and subsidiary financial allowance
through the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (MLSP), as well as healthcare insurance.
Supported by UNHCR, MLSP has constructed 20 social apartments which have been allocated
to the most vulnerable refugees meeting the criteria in an administrative procedure.
However, despite the achieved progress, it should be highlighted that the amount of the
subsistence financial assistance meets barely 30 per cent of the living costs, based on the
data available from the State Statistical Office. Should the recognized refugee refuse the
allocated accommodation facilities in the municipality, he loses the right to housing and may
be settled in another municipality of his own choice and expense. A refugee, from the date
he receives the recognised refugee status, is equated with nationals of the Republic of
Macedonia regarding the exercise of rights and social protection provided by the Law on
Social Protection.
Namely, until a final decision on the right to asylum is made, the asylum seekers has the
right to:
 residence;
 accommodation and care in a Reception Centre or other place of accommodation
assigned by the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy;
 basic health services;
 work only within the Reception Centre or the other place of accommodation assigned by
the Ministry of Labour and Social Policy;
 communication with the High Commissioner for Refugees, as well as with nongovernmental humanitarian organisations for the purpose of providing legal assistance in
the course of the procedure for recognition of the right to asylum.
The means of subsistence and health care for the asylum seekers are taken care of by the
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy while their stay in the Reception Centre or other place of
accommodation assigned by this Ministry.
On the other hand, the law also states the reasons for exclusion to the right of asylum in
Macedonia grounded on the following:

 if the foreigner has committed a crime against peace, humanity or a war crime,
according to the international acts in which such crimes are provided for;
 if the foreigner committed a serious (non-political) crime, outside the territory of the
Republic of Macedonia prior to being admitted in it as a refugee; and,
 if the foreigner has been guilty of acts contrary to the purposes and principles of the
United Nations.
For the asylum seekers who have illegally entered or are illegally staying in the territory of
the Republic of Macedonia, because they come from a state where their life or freedom is
threatened and will not be persecuted if they immediately request asylum at the Department
of asylum, or report to the nearest police station and explain their reasons of application, as
well as legitimate reasons for their illegal entry or residence. In this case, they should be
escorted to the Department of Asylum by a Police officer.

Opportunities on the labour market: LAW on labour migration and labour
mobility / employment and work of foreigners
The Law on Asylum and Temporary Protection states, under Article 56 - Labour
Legislation and Social Security Rights, that recognised refugees have the right to work under
the same conditions that are prescribed by appropriate law regulations for the
foreigners under permanent residence permit in the Republic of Macedonia. In the
case of application of restrictive measures for employment of foreigners, the same will not
be applicable for the recognised refugees, coming from a state towards the nationals of
which those measures are directed, if the recognised refugee meets one of the following
conditions:




resides for at least three years in the territory of the Republic of Macedonia;
is married with a national of the Republic of Macedonia; and,
has one or more children who are nationals of the Republic of Macedonia.

In regard to the rights in the labour legislation, healthcare, pension and invalid insurance,
the recognised refugees have equally treatment as the nationals of the Republic of
Macedonia.
Regarding rights and possibilities on the labour market for persons under temporary
protection, the law states the following:
 residence and care in the Republic of Macedonia in the course of duration of the
temporary protection, in accordance with the economic possibilities of the Republic of
Macedonia;
 the rights to work, healthcare, pension and invalid insurance, under the same
conditions prescribed by appropriate regulations for aliens under temporary residence permit
in the Republic of Macedonia;
 humanitarian assistance and basic health services for unemployed persons under
temporary protection;

 The Ministry of Labour and Social Policy of the Republic of Macedonia takes care of
the realisation of the above mentioned rights.

Temporary residence for employment and self-employment:
The temporary residence permit for employment, work or self-employment may be issued if
the foreigner to the application submits a work permit or other required permit in accordance
with the law, if ratified international agreements provide otherwise definitely. The license of
paragraph 1 of this Article shall be issued for a period for which they are issued a work
permit, but no longer than one year and it can be extended if the conditions are laid down in
Article 57 of this law.

Macedonian NGOs working with immigrants
During the migrant crisis Macedonia became the main (Balkan) route for migrants passing to
the EU. Thus here are being performed some of the first registrations for migrants. Because
there was such a huge number of migrants to the area entering. Each day Macedonia
receives (around 30,000), around 1,000 per day was in need of care in shelters, health care,
legal assistance, distribution of food, clothing and other means of subsistence. This called for
organizations that performed such needs. Most organisations came from EU countries, but
also had Macedonian organizations working in the field.
Macedonian Red CrossSince june 2015 the Red Cross has been present on field dealing
with the migrant crisis in 3 phases. The first phase is the period where the mobile teams
were active on field on the roads in Gevgelija, Demir Kapija, Veles, Kumanovo, Tabanovce.
With announcement of the migrant crisis in Macedonia, from July 2015 started the second
phase began with two transit center were open in Vinojug Gevgelija and Tabanovce
Kumanovo. The red cross teams have been active for 24 hours both in boarding centers with
4 mobile teams in each center. ( 8 teams both ) Every team includes a doctor, 2 paramedics,
driver, logistic people and distribution, and 1 translator as well. In that transit period
between 7000-8000 migrants to transit in one day. Each of them has been registered at the
Center in Macedonia and has 72 hours to stay and decide to ask for asylum or to leave the
country. Red cross covers food hygienic and medical support for them. The third phase
started with closing the both transit centers, from the 19th of February where the migrants
stayed closed in the two transit centers. Red cross still goes on supporting the people with
medical and humanitarian help. At the moment in Gevgelija there are 80 migrants and in the
Tabanovce center around 100. During the transit time the average in one day were between
500-600 assistance and interventions. Currently there are around 100 interventions. Starting
from open wounds, bleeding, fractures to specific injuries, electricity shock, allergies,
seizures, etc. Humanitarian help includes clean water and clothes, blankets baby products,
hygiene packages, etc.http://ckrm.org.mk/en/home/

Macedonian Young Lawyers Association (MYLA) aims to enhance the contribution of
young lawyers in the advancement of the legal profession and the exercise of the rule of
law. The association was established in 2003 as a nonprofit professional organization of
lawyers, with an initial idea to facilitate and accelerate the professional development of
young lawyers graduating from the Faculty of Law, to launch their careers in one of law
professions. Over the years MYLA has grown into an organization that actively protects
human rights and the rule of law using the capacities of young lawyers.Areas of
activities:Representing the interests of young lawyers, their acquiring continuous education
and networking;Legal protection of stateless persons, refugees and asylum
seekers;Facilitating access to justice and support in improving the effectiveness of the Law
on Free Legal Aid;Prevention and protection from discrimination and unequal
treatment;Monitoring the implementation of the areas of human rights and justice. During
the migrant crisis MYLA supported and provided legal protection to asylum
seekers.http://myla.org.mk/en/

NGO Open Gate - La Strada Macedoniais a civil society organization which promotes
human rights and represents the needs of high-risk people and victims of abuse and human
trafficking. As a member of La Strada International- the European network for combating
human trafficking, Open Gate offers prevention, social support and lobbying at both local
and European level. It also provides protection, capacity strengthening and social integration
for
trafficked
persons,
as
well
as
other
vulnerable
groups
within
society.http://www.lastrada.org.mk/index.php/welcome_en/index
Other international organizations like UNHCR, UNICEF, Human
HelsinkiCommittee have been supporting their work within Macedonia.

Rights

Watch,

SOS Children’s Villagestarted working in Macedonia in 1995 and has continued to expand
its work in the country, responding to the needs of children and families at risk in the capital
city of Skopje. In 2015 they started an emergency programme in response to the refugee
crisis.In addition to providing family-based care in SOS families, SOS Children's Villages has
created a series of new programmes to support children, young people, and families from
the local community. Since 2002, they have been supporting children and young people in a
very deprived area of Skopje.In response to the Refugee Crisis of 2015, the SOS Emergency
Programme is focusing on supporting children (especially unaccompanied children), young
people, and mothers with children and pregnant women. SOS Children's Villages is working
with other organisations and is responding to the evolving situation. They aim to provide
shelter and food, as well as health care to those arriving. At the camps in Gevgelija and
Tabanovce, and in collaboration with UNICEF they have handed out packs with food and
diapers and also set up Child Friendly Spaces for children to play and spend some time away
from the stresses of their journey to safety. They have also set up a space where refugees
can charge their phones and have free access to computers and the internet.
http://sos.mk/pocetna.nspx

Case study

Bulgaria

The State Agency for Refugees with the Council of Ministersplays a leading role in the
management of the migration situation in Bulgaria, along with the "Migration" Directorate
and the General Directorate for border police at the Ministry of Interior- these 3 state

structures are cooperating in dealing with the migration in Bulgaria in various processes,
which are described in the following paragraphs bellow.
Two categories of persons enter Bulgaria:
1. Ones seeking asylum while entering legally(at the border checkpoints);
2. Ones entering illegally (which are 95% of all cases).
While the General Directorate for border police deals with all persons, entering the territory
of Bulgaria, the 1st category falls in the hands of the State Agency for Refugees and the 2nd
one is managed by the “Migration” Directorate.
The General Directorate for border police is the first encounter of the migrants. It
provides border security thanks to effective cooperation with other national bodies, working
in the field of border control-customs (Customs Agency), health (National health service),
phytosanitary and sanitary (National plant protection Office), control of the means of
transport (Road Management fees and permits) and the Ministry of health (Public health
prophylactic and control Directorate). The Ministry of the Interior Act assigns to the General
Directorate for border police the following tasks:
●
●

●
●

●

Guarding the state border and control the observance of the border regime;
Detecting and keeping intruders of the State border, wanted persons and vehicles
and transmit them to the competent authorities. Passage through border checkpoints
of individuals with a ban on entry into and departure from the country is not allowed;
Implementing the border regime and controls passing through the border of the
country of persons and means of transport;
Exercising control over the compliance of Bulgarian and foreign ships and vessels
with the order of sailing and staying in the territorial sea, the inland maritime waters
and the Bulgarian part of the Danube River;
Checking for weapons, explosives and other public-hazardous means of persons and
vehicles, crossing the State border and on flights of civil aviation.

The priorities of the "Border Police" are aimed at countering:
●
●
●
●
●

Illegal migration across the state border in all its forms;
Smuggling;
Trafficking for sexual exploitation;
Use of fake, forged or false documents for crossing the state border;
Cross-border crime.

The "Migration" Directorate(MD) is a structure of the Ministry of Interior for regulation
and control of migration processes of foreigners residing in Bulgaria, combating illegal
migration and for administrative servicing of European Union citizens, citizens of the
members states according to the Agreement on the European Economic Area, citizens of the
Confederation of Switzerland and also their family members in compliance with the Law for
Entering, Residing and Leaving the Republic of Bulgaria of European Union Citizens and
Members of their Families. In the current context, it deals with persons from the 2nd
category.
The functional responsibilities of the Migration Directorate officers:
●
●
●
●
●

Issuance, refusal and suspension of permissions for short-term stay, prolong stay,
long-term stay and permanent stay;
Control towards the completion of the conditions and order under which the
foreigners can stay in the Republic of Bulgaria;
Execution of compulsory administrative measures(CAM) imposed to the illegally
staying foreigners;
Establishment and management of Special homes for temporary accommodation of
illegally staying foreigners with imposed compulsory administrative measures;
Cooperation and information exchange in the field of migration process control with
the other structures of the Ministry of Interior, other state institutions, nongovernmental and international organizations.

Reasons for the establishment of illegal migrants of third country national:
●
●
●

Illegally crossing the national borders;
Remains illegally in a country after the period of authorized leave;
Persons whom being refused statute of special protection and they are still not
leaving the country.

According to the Law on Foreigners of Republic of Bulgaria, to the citizens of third countries
nationality were imposed compulsory administrative measures, such as:
●
●

Withdrawal of the right of residence in the Republic of Bulgaria;
Compulsory taking to the border of the Republic of Bulgaria;

●
●
●

Expulsion;
Prohibition on entry in territory of European Union countries;
Prohibition to leave the Republic of Bulgaria.

95% of the third-country nationals the MD deals with are without identifications. After being
held by Border police for 24 hours and being medically aided, they are sent by the
Directorate to Special Homes for Temporary Accommodation of Foreigners (SHTAF), where
they are told what their location, rights and obligations are. Then they have an option to
either return from the country or to apply for humanitarian (international) protection. 90% of
aliens choose the second alternative. From there the State Agency for Refugees registers
their applications in a 6-day period. After many administrative procedures, the applications
are either approved or rejected, in which case the applicants can appeal.
If his application is rejected, the migrant has a deadline period of 7 to 30 days to leave
the country, which could be prolonged up to 1 year, depending on the occasion. If there is
no stated deadline in the order, MD cooperates with the consulates or the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
Imposed compulsory administrative measures “compulsory removal to the border” and
“expulsion”:

Effectively returned third country nationals:

If the alien is financially unable to organize transportation for himself, DM buys tickets with
funds from the European Union.
During the period of approval/rejection of applications, there are many “terminated
procedures”, resulting from the fact, that many migrants abandon the country, heading to
Western Europe.
In cases when the migrant’s application is rejected (impending execution of a compulsory
administrative measure), his identity remains unknown or there is a risk of the person
escaping, the same is placed in a SHTAF, the purpose of which is to accommodate aliens
prior to their compulsory taking to the border of Bulgaria.
There are 3 SHTAFs in Bulgaria:
●
●
●

SHTAF Sofia – opened on 30th of March 2006, capacity for 400 persons.
SHTAF Lyubimets – opened in March 2011, capacity for 300 persons.
Distribution Center Elhovo – opened on 07.10.2013., capacity for 240 persons.
Distribution center in Elhovo supports initial accommodation, allocation and targeting
of mixed migration flows.

In the SHTAFs there are rooms for various creeds, small libraries, sports playgrounds, TV
rooms.

Third-country nationals accommodated in SHTAF and DC:

Accommodated third-country nationals by nationality:

Accommodated third-country nationals, applying for a “refugee” status:

“Migration” Directorate cooperates with these international and nongovernmental organizations:
■
■

■

■

■

■

Bulgarian Red Cross- Assisted residents in SHTAF with humanitarian help in kind;
Bulgarian Helsinki Committee – Program for the legal protection of
refugees and migrants- ensures free legal counseling and legal assistance to
residents in SHTAF and brochures of rare languages on the order for protection in the
Republic of Bulgaria;
National Catholic Federation Caritas Bulgaria- provides humanitarian
assistance to former residents of SHTAF and assists voluntary return and
reintegration in countries of origin;
Assistance Centre for Torture Survivors– АСЕТ- Provides psychosocial
counseling to accommodated in SHTAF and training of staff to work with survivors of
torture or inhumane treatment;
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees- conducting annual seminars
and providing brochures of rare languages related to key elements of the internal
rules;
International Organization for Migration- support in advising for illegal
residents in the Republic of Bulgaria on the legal possibilities for voluntary return and
reintegration in the country of origin.

If the application is accepted, the migrant falls under the management of the State
Agency of Refugees.
The State Agency for Refugees(SAR) deals with aliens, categorized as “legal asylum
seekers”. It is managed by a chairperson, who is an executive authority organ, entrusted
with special competence, two vice-presidents and a secretary general. The chairperson

manages, coordinates and controls the implementation of the state policies, relating to
granting a refugee status and humanitarian status to aliens in the Republic of Bulgaria.
There are 4 Directorates territorial units – registration-and-reception, transit and
integration centers in the agency.
The transit centers are the territorial units of the agency for registration, accommodation,
medical checks and conducting accelerated procedures for aliens seeking asylum.
The registration – and - reception centers are the territorial units of the Agency for
registration, accommodation, medical checks, social and medical assistance and conducting
procedures for granting the respective status to aliens, seeking asylum until entry into force
of the decision, relating to the application for asylum.
The total capacity for accommodation of foreigners, in the process of granting
international protection in the State Agency for Refugees, is 5130 persons, distributed in 4
territorial units as follows:
1. Registration – and - reception center in the village of Banya, Nova Zagora
municipality;
2. Registration – and - reception center in Harmanli;
3. Registration – and - reception centers in the capital of Sofia- Voenna rampa,
Vrajdebna and Ovcha kupel;
4. Transit center in the village of Pastrogor, Svilengrad municipality.
Each request is to be considered individually, objectively and impartially, taking into account
all relevant facts, circumstances and evidence in support of the claimed grounds for the
protection sought. In case a foreigner claims his / her willingness to provide protection, he /
she is subject to registration after filling the application. Immediately prior to registration,
the applicant receives a specimen of his rights and obligations as a person seeking a
protection. Upon appearance, the alien shall provide the registrator with all necessary
documents, certifying his or her identity. The registration process includes collecting personal
data, fingerprinting, and photographing, and the person undergoes a medical examination.
Once the registration action has been taken, an interview date is set. For each interview and
for signing an interview record, an invitation is given to the applicant, in which the
interviewing body determines the date and time of appearance. If necessary during the
administrative procedure, additional interviews may be conducted with the person, and for
the date of each subsequent interview, the alien shall be informed by an individual invitation.

Germany
Stages of the asylum procedure
1. Arrival and registration
All asylum-seekers arriving in Germany must report to a state organisation on arrival or
immediately thereafter. They can do this as soon as they reach the border or later within the
country.
Anyone already reporting as seeking asylum on entry reports to the border authority. This
authority then sends asylum-seekers on to the closest initial reception centre.
Anyone who does not make a request for asylum until they are in Germany can report to a
security authority (such as the police), an immigration authority, a reception facility or
directly to an arrival centre.
Registration
All individuals reporting as seeking asylum in the Federal Republic of Germany are
registered. This is carried out at ‘PIK’ (Personalisation Infrastructure Component) stations by
the Federal or Land police, by staff of the BAMF in the branch offices and arrival centres or
by staff of the Länder at reception facilities, immigration authorities and arrival centres.
The opportunity is taken here to centrally store personal data, and a photograph as well as
fingerprints (children aged under 14 are ruled out here). All public agencies which need them
for their respective tasks later have access to this data.
Issuing a temporary identification document: the proof of arrival
Asylum-seekers receive a prooa1f of arrival (Ankunftsnachweis) at the reception facility,
arrival centre or branch office of the Federal Office which is responsible for them to prove
that they have registered. They can however also receive in advance a certificate directing
them to the nearest reception facility (Anlaufbescheinigung). This contains both personal
data as well as the address of the reception facility which is responsible for them and where
they will receive their proof of arrival.
As the first official document, the proof of arrival serves to document the entitlement to
reside in Germany. And what is equally important is that it constitutes an entitlement to draw
state benefits, such as accommodation, medical treatment and food.
The introduction of the proof of arrival for asylum-seekers gives to the ‘Asylum-seeker
Registration Certificate’ (BüMA), which previously was non-standard and varied from one

Federal Land to another, a new design which is the same all over the country, and which
furthermore contains security characteristics.
2. Initial Distribution of Asylum-Seekers
Asylum-seekers are first of all received in the closest reception facilities of the Federal Land
in question. Such a facility may be responsible for temporary as well as longer-term
accommodation.
Allocation to a specific reception facility is decided according to the current capacities. It also
makes a difference in which branch office of the Federal Office or in which arrival centre the
respective country of origin of the asylum-seeker is processed: The ‘competence according
to country of origin’ principle is applied. Depending on the country of origin, asylum-seekers
can be accommodated in reception facilities for up to six months, or until their application is
decided on. They can also be allocated to another facility during this period under certain
circumstances, for instance for family reunification.
3. The responsible reception facility
The competent reception facility is responsible for providing food and board for asylumseekers. At the same time, it informs the closest branch office of the Federal Office or the
nearest arrival centre.
Asylum-seekers and asylum applicants receive benefits in kind at subsistence level during
their stay and a monthly amount of money to cover their everyday personal needs. The
nature and amount of the benefits are regulated by the Asylum-Seekers’ Benefits Act
(Asylbewerberleistungsgesetz). These include basic benefits for food, housing, heating,
clothing, healthcare and personal hygiene, as well as household durables and consumables,
benefits to cover personal daily requirements, benefits in case of sickness, pregnancy and
birth, as well as individual benefits which depend on the individual case.
4. Personal asylum applications
A personal application is filed with the branch office of the Federal Office or at a arrival
centre. An interpreter is available for this appointment to help applicants understand their
rights and duties within the asylum procedure. They furthermore receive all the important
information in writing in their native language.
The personal data are recorded during the application procedure if this has not already taken
place, for instance when the proof of arrival was issued. Applicants are obliged to prove their
identity if they are able to do so. Documents accepted include a national passport, as well as
other personal documents such as birth certificates and driving licences. The Federal Office
uses physical and technical document examination to assess the original
documents.Applicants are photographed; the fingerprints are also taken of people aged over
14. These data are compared with those in the Central Register of Foreigners, as well as
with those of the Federal Criminal Police Office, in order to ascertain whether the application
is an initial application, a follow-up application or possibly a multiple application. It is also
investigated using a Europe-wide system (EURODAC) whether another European state might

be responsible for carrying out the asylum procedure (see Examination of the Dublin
procedure).
The application is made in person as a rule. A written asylum application may only be filed in
special cases, for instance if the individual in question is in a hospital or has not yet reached
the age of maturity.
Residence obligation (Residenzpflicht)
Once their asylum application has been filed, applicants receive a certificate of
theirpermission to reside (Aufenthaltsgestattung). This certificate replaces the ‘proof of
arrival’, serves as documentation vis-à-vis state agencies that they are asylum applicants,
and proves that they are in Germany lawfully. Permission to reside is territorially restricted to
the district (residence obligation) in which the responsible reception facility is located.
Persons with poor prospects to remain
Persons with poor prospects to remain, such as individuals from ‘safe countries of origin’, are
obliged to live in the reception facilities until the decision is taken. If their asylum application
is turned down as ‘manifestly unfounded’ or ‘inadmissible’, this then applies until they leave
the country. They are not permitted to work during this period, and they may only
temporarily leave the area designated in their permission to reside if they have permission
from the Federal Office.
Persons with good prospects to remain
Persons with good prospects to remain may initially only remain in the area designated in
their permission to reside. They too need permission if they would like to temporarily leave
this area. The residence obligation ceases to apply after three months. The residence area is
then expanded to cover the entire country.
Most applicants are distributed on within the Federal Land after being accommodated in the
reception facilities. The Land authorities then decide whether accommodation is to be
provided in ‘collective accommodation’ or permission is given to find an apartment. Both the
public interest and that of the persons concerned are to be taken into consideration when
reaching this discretionary decision. The immigration authority can provide more information.
5. Examining the Dublin procedure
The Dublin procedure is a procedure for determining the Member State responsible prior to
the actual examination of the asylum application. It is used to establish which European
country is responsible for examining an asylum application. The purpose of the ‘Dublin
Regulation’ is for the content of each asylum application which is lodged in the Dublin area
to only be examined on the merits by one state. This area includes the Member States of the
European Union, Norway, Iceland, Switzerland and Liechtenstein. If protection has already
been granted under the law on asylum in one Dublin state, no further examination of the
asylum application is possible in Germany.

If a Member State establishes that asylum proceedings are to be processed or completed in
another Member State, it files a ‘transfer request’ with the State in question. If the latter
consents to the transfer, the Federal Office issues a notice ordering it. It also informs the
person concerned and asks them whether there may be any reasons against the transfer.
The person concerned can file a court action against this decision, and can put forward an
emergency motion. It is not permissible for them to be transferred to the Member State until
the ruling has been handed down in the emergency court proceedings.
If the transfer is not carried out within six months, responsibility for the proceedings is
transferred to the Member State which has requested the transfer. If the individual is in
detention, the transfer period may be extended to a maximum of one year. It can be
extended to 18 months at most if the person concerned is not traceable
6. The personal interview
The personal interview is the applicant’s most important appointment within his/her asylum
procedure. Advice is therefore available when it comes to preparing for the interview from
organisations providing aid, charitable associations or municipal facilities. It is also possible
to consult the Asylum Social Counselling service.
It is the ‘decision-makers’ who are responsible for holding the interviews at the Federal
Office. They invite applicants to attend this appointment, where an interpreter will also be on
hand.
Applicants absolutely must attend this appointment, or they must state in good time and in
writing why they are unable to attend on that particular day. If they do not do so, their
asylum application can be turned down or the proceedings discontinued without them being
questioned once more as to the reasons why they failed to attend.
If the individual is ill on that day or is likely to arrive late, this needs to be notified by
telephone on the very same day, and the doctor’s note needs to be forwarded by post in
case of illness.
If the individual is unable to attend at the time stated in the summons because of the
considerable distance to be travelled, and is therefore likely to arrive late, it is necessary to
state in writing or telephone at the latest one day in advance the earliest time at which it is
possible to attend an appointment. This enables the staff on the spot to plan their
appointments better.
The interview
The interviews are not public, but they may be attended by an attorney or by a
representative of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), and by a
guardian in the case of unaccompanied minors. It is fundamentally possible for another
person enjoying the applicant’s trust to attend in order to provide assistance. This individual
must be able to identify himself or herself, and may not personally be in the asylum
procedure, or their hearing date may not be in the immediate future.

The objective of the interviews is to learn of the individual reasons for flight, to obtain more
information and to resolve contradictions. To this end, the decision-makers are familiar with
the circumstances prevailing in the applicants’ countries of origin. How long an interview
lasts very much depends on the persecution which an individual has suffered and on the
applicants themselves.
Applicants are afforded sufficient time during the interview to present their respective
reasons for taking flight. They describe their biographies and situations, tell of their travel
route and of the persecution which they have personally suffered. They also assess what
would await them were they to return to their country of origin. They are obliged to state
the truth at all times and to provide any evidence which they have been able to obtain.
These may be photographs, documents from the police or other authorities, and possibly
also medical reports. The Federal Office may not be able to take facts, incidents or
documents which applicants are unable to state or present during the interview into account
later or in court proceedings.
The descriptions are interpreted and minutes are taken, and are then translated back for the
applicant after the interview. This enables them to add to what they have said, or to make
corrections. They are then presented with the minutes for them to approve them by signing
them.
The appointment is postponed should problems of understanding or health-related problems
occur during the interview.
7. The decision of the Federal Office
The Federal Office decides on the asylum application on the basis of the personal interview
and of a detailed examination of documents and items of evidence. The decision rests on the
fate of the individual applicant as a matter of principle. It is reasoned in writing, and where
appropriate is served on the person concerned, the applicant or the legal representative, as
well as on the competent immigration authorities, with a notice on appeals and a translation
of the operative part of the decision.
Examination
It may be necessary for further investigations to be carried out in order to clarify the
circumstances prior to taking the decision. In order to do so, it is possible to access the
Federal Office’s Asylum and Migration Information Centre and its ‘MILo’ database system.
The system provides information and analyses on world refugee and migration events, as
well as on countries of origin and transit countries. Research can be carried out over and
above this for instance by making individual enquiries to the Federal Foreign Office, carrying
out language and text analyses (see Identity checks), physical and technical document
examination, as well as obtaining medical or other reports. Guidelines for the most important
countries of origin provide assistance in decision-making.

Possibilities for decision-making
The Federal Office examines each asylum application on the basis of the German Asylum Act
(Asylgesetz) as to whether one of the forms of protection – entitlement to asylum, refugee
protection, subsidiary protection or a ban on deportation – applies. If an entitlement to
protection exists, applicants receive a positive notice (see Forms of protection).
Only when none of the forms of protection can be considered is the asylum application
rejected. A distinction is made here between a simple rejection and a rejection as ‘manifestly
unfounded’ (see Termination of residence).
An asylum application is declared to be inadmissible if another Member State is responsible
for it (see Examining the Dublin procedure).
Asylum proceedings can also be discontinued. This takes place if
the asylum application is withdrawn, or
● the person in question doesnot pursue the proceedings, meaning that they do not
appear at the personal interview, their whereabouts are unknown or they have
travelled to their country of origin during the asylum proceedings.
Once the asylum proceedings have been finally completed, a renewed asylum application
may be filed. This ‘follow-up’ application claims that there has been a change to the factual
or legal situation once the non-appealable decision has been handed down (see Initial,
Second and Follow-up applications).
●

8. Appeals against the decision
Applicants only receive a negative notice together with a notice of intention to deport if the
conditions for none of the forms of protection – entitlement to asylum, refugee protection,
subsidiary protection, or a ban on deportation – apply.
In this case, appeals are available to those concerned. They can take court action against
the decision of the Federal Office. The action must be lodged within a short period of time as
a matter of principle. It is helpful to appoint legal counsel in most cases. The written notice
points out the appeals available and the deadlines. This is known as the notice of appeals
(Rechtsbehelfsbelehrung).
The court then examines the decision which the Federal Office has taken, which may take
some time. If it concludes that the preconditions for granting protection actually do apply, it
rescinds the notice and obliges the Federal Office to provide protection. If the rejection is
confirmed with regard to all forms of protection, the action is rejected and the foreigner
remains obliged to leave the country. If the individual does not voluntarily comply with their
obligation to leave the country, this can also take place coercively, the respective
immigration authority being responsible for the return. This also applies if no court action is
brought. If a return is not possible, the immigration authority can issue temporary
suspension of deportation (Duldung), or indeed a residence permit.

Indonesia
Contracting migrant workers had begun since the Dutch colonialism era. Started in 1890, the
dutch sent 95 contracting Indonesian workers to Suriname and South America. During that
period, Suriname was experiencing labor shortages due to slavery dissolution in Africa
around 1863 as a political implementation of the abolition of slavery. Since that time the
Dutch government began regularly sending Indonesian workers to Suriname and ended in
1939, with a total amount of 32,986 laborers.
After independence, in 1947, the Indonesian government established a Ministry of Labor
which is an institution that takes care of labor issues in Indonesia. During the independence
period the Ministry of Labor did not involve in the placement process of Indonesian
contracting workers abroad. The process was done individually or carried out in traditional
ways, using family relationship, at that time, the main destination countries was Malaysia
and Saudi Arabia.
In Saudi Arabia, the Indonesian workers are generally taken by those who organized
Hajj/Umrah (Islamic pilgramage) or by the Indonesian who have been living in Saudi Arabia.
While in Malaysia, the Indonesian workers are mainly just come to work without permits or
documents, because it happened since long time ago, when there were traditional transboundary between Indonesia and Malaysia, mainly at the Borneo border.
The Indonesian government saw a positive side to the contracting workers flow. In 1970, the
government made Indonesian contracting workers placement based on government policies
that implemented under the Ministry Manpower, Transmigration and Cooperative. Since
then, the placement of contracting workers abroad is involving private sectors (TKI
agencies).
Until the 1990s, The existence of these agencies also affecting the increase number of
contracting legal workers from Indonesia to the Middle East, but increasingly significant
numbers have since moved to other Asian nations such as Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong
and Taiwan. The later countries have been through a demographic transition and are
experiencing shortages of workers. However, there were years when the number of
contracting workers abroad are decreasing. The increasing and decreasing numbers usually
influenced by the economic, policies, political situation and also by variants of criminal cases
that occurred between Indonesia and the destination countries.
As elsewhere in Asia, there is substantial movement through official processes. However, an
even larger number leave the nation legally but do not register as overseas contract workers
(OCWs) with the Ministry of Labor, or depart from Indonesia without going through any
official process. Also, since most workers are on two-year or longer contracts, the actual

number of official OCWs abroad in any one-year is greater than the numbers deployed in an
individual year.
In mid-2006, the ministry of labor reported there were 2.7 million Indonesians working
overseas with official permission. This represents 2.8 percent of the total national workforce.
Since 2001, the Middle East countries has once again become the top destination, with the
number peaking at over 226,000 in 2004. Most legal labor migrants are unskilled, and the
majority of the migrants are women. These women are predominantly employed as domestic
workers, particularly in Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Brunei, Singapore, and Hong Kong. In fact,
Indonesia is one of the largest countries of origin of female migrant workers who are
employed in domestic situations as household help and caretakers.
According to research published in 2005, more than a million Indonesian female migrant
domestic workers are employed in the Middle East and Asia. By tabulating reports from
recent years, the largest numbers are in Saudi Arabia and Malaysia. These women can be
vulnerable to exploitation not only by virtue of being a migrant (often undocumented) and a
woman, but also because local protection agencies do not view households as workplaces
that can be regulated.
In contrast, males dominate the flows to South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan. So-called trainee
programs have become more important in those areas. We can see the increasing and
decreasing number of contracting workers from the data below for the year 2013-2015.
Number of Indonesian Contracting Workers by region/country placement and
gender in 2013-2015

Source: Badan Nasional Penempatan dan Perlindungan Tenaga Kerja Indonesia (BNP2TKI). Cited from Indonesia
Statistics Publication.

In an effort to improve the quality of the placement and protection of migrant workers, the
government issued a law in 2004, No.39/2004 about The Placement and Protection of
Indonesian migrant workers abroad, which in article (1) and (2) Mandates the establishment
of National Agency for Placement and Protection of Indonesian Migrant Workers (BNP2TKI).
As the presence of BNP2TKI, any activities of placement and protection on migrants workers
are under the BNP2TKI authorities, which coordinated by Ministry of Manpower and
Transmigration. However BNP2TKI responsible to report their duties to the President. As a
result of BNP2TKI, the existence of General Directorate of PPTKLN automatically be dissolved
due to the functional shifted to BNP2TKI.

Pull and Push Factors
The exposure of the presence of migrant workers abroad brings us to the question, what are
the main pull and push factors behind this flow? Here are some of its pull and push factors.
Push factors:
1. Economic factor: high level of poverty and the difficulty of getting jobs for unskilled
people with adequate wages.
2. Social Factor: to increase their social status in line with the improvement of their
economics capacity condition.
3. Cultural factor: perception that having many kids is an asset to support the parents
or family
Pull factors:
1. The increasing number of aging society in the destination countries created higher
demand to unskilled workers
2. Higher salary offered in comparison with the same working load in Indonesia
3. The worker-friendly policies to facilitate the workers to work overseas
4. Better law protection
5. To gain experience of multicultural environment
6. To get a better education
7. To learn foreign languages
8. Culture similarity
9. Travel costs covered

Macedonia
According to MYLAs statistics, most of the Syrian asylum seekers enter the Republic of
Macedonia crossing the southern border with Greece. A development occurring during 2014
was the detection of crossings of the eastern border with Bulgaria. These people are usually
part of the mixed migratory groups and as by far the most commonly used method by
irregular migrants in the Western Balkans is a simple crossing of green borders on foot and
subsequent transport by car, taxi, van or regular bus lines.
Entry officials often receive only basic training and lack the necessary capacity, skills and
tools to distinguish between various categories on the move and to identify asylum-seekers
and other vulnerable groups (potential victims of trafficking, unaccompanied and separated
children, women and girls at risk, etc.). Lack of necessary language skills and/or absence of
interpreters hinder effective communication with persons on the move and limit the ability of
border guards to provide immediate assistance even in cases when vulnerable persons are
identified.
Reception
All asylum seekers have access to accommodation and basic support provided by the
Ministry of Labour and Social Policy (MLSP) to cover their basic needs during their stay at the
Reception Centre for asylum seekers while they await the final decision on their case.
However, not many asylum- seekers remain in the country until the final outcome of the
procedure.
The shelter has the capacity for 150 people. It offers separate accommodation units for
single male or female asylum seekers and families. Also, access to services is available only
through the Reception Centre for asylum-seekers. Persons may reside outside the Centre,
however, at their own expense. Also, the asylum seekers have the right to work within the
Reception Centre for asylum-seekers as well right of free access to the labour market after
the expiry of one year period from the day of submission of their asylum application.
However, social welfare assistance and activities for facilitated cultural adaptation are
lacking.
Conclusions and Recommendations
1. System of early identification of persons in need of international protection on the borders
with focus on Syrian refugees and other vulnerable groups (potential victims of trafficking,
unaccompanied and separated children, women and girls at risk, etc.) within mixed migration
groups needs to be introduced in order to provide effective protection safeguards for the
persons on the move;
2. Independent system for external oversight of the police which will include border
monitoring and training for border officials needs to be set in place;

3. Effective access to asylum procedures must be ensured for all the asylum-seekers
applying for asylum on all the territory of country;
4. The capacities of asylum officials must be further strengthened in order quality of Refugee
Status Determination procedure to be improved;
5. Practice should be established in which the Administrative Court would grant the right of
the asylum seekers to be heard in front of a judge who would gain better insight into the
case and hear the evidence of the asylum seeker, thus providing him/her an opportunity to
explain the reasons for fleeing the country of origin/habitual residence and claim asylum.
This practice would lead to the proactive role of the Court and deciding on the asylum cases
on substantial grounds;
6. Regular presence of NGOs providing legal aid should be introduced and facilitated in the
Reception Centre for Foreigners;
7. Detention of children should be perceived as a measure of last resort, limited to the
exceptional situations, where the deprivation of liberty of the minor would be in the best
interest;
8. Reception conditions should be advanced with program facilitating the access to social
welfare and activities for cultural adaptation to the new environment according to the needs
of the population.

About the project
Development of capacities for work with
(i)migrants is an Erasmus + projects cofunded by the EU’s EACEA (Education,
Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency)
department. The project aims to address
the issues of migration in both Indonesia
and Europe, looking to share best practices
for supporting migrant populations.
All the world is affected by migration.
However, according to the International
Organization for Migration (IOM) Europe
and
Asia are
the
most
dangerous
destination for irregular migration while the
Asian water routes and Mediterranean sea
are the most dangerous border crossing in
the world. The UN high commissioner for
refugees and human rights, the UN Chief Special Representative for international migration
and development, and the Secretary of IOM issued a joint plea - "we strongly urge the
leaders of Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand to protect migrants and refugees stranded on
vessels in the Bay of Bengal and the Andaman Sea, to facilitate safe disembarkation, and to
give priority to saving lives, protecting rights, and respecting human dignity".
Youth unemployment forces young people to move out of their country, and in new country
they often face social exclusion and discrimination as immigrants. They lack support in their
country of origin from youth workers and they lack support in their country of destination
where youth organizations could be able to integrate them. Thus, young people are the most
vulnerable group affected by migration. At the same time, young people are the ones who
will determine how the world will look like in the future. Therefore, it is important that youth
workers are aware of the causes, opportunities and consequences of (i)migration and could
support both – young emigrants and immigrants.
This project focuses on two main issues:
1. The immigration related issues in connection to refugee crisis and discrimination
towards immigrants, and
2. Emigration of young people in connection to youth unemployment.
Partners in this project are:

Macedonia - Center for Rural Development- SEE – Applicant
Bulgaria – ICDET – partner
Germany – LitauischerJugendbund in Deutschland – partner
Indonesia - Act Global Indonesia – partner
The partner organisations involved in this project, along with the individuals that come from
these organisations are skilled, experienced as well as motivated and well organised and
coordinated to fully implement all of the activities planned in this project application. They
are in contact with each other and do know each other’s working manners from previous
common activities.
Migrants and refugees streaming into Europe from Africa, the Middle East, and South Asia
have presented European leaders and policymakers with their greatest challenge. The
problem of migration is a world problemglobal and cannot be solve at theon local, national or
only on European Level alone. Thius training will empower participants to realize their
abilities to influence events and social processes at European level, even as group of
activists. Interaction with different nationalities will help to discover common values and
ideas that might form a basis for sense of belonging to Europe and European citizenship and
will combat racism and intolerance.
This project with the planned actions with partners from Indonesia, aim at improving the
support systems for immigrants. Although there have been earlier cases where
organisations/individuals from these countries have participated in youth exchanges, training
courses or EVS as well as similar international youth activities, our project will give a more
structured approach towards structuring a much needed system for further enhancement
and support of grass-root youth work in Indonesia, and with focus on migration.
Three main outcomes for the project are: training for youthworkers, printed publication
guide and web platform for migration.
The project is consisting of 7 activities:
-

First coordination meeting in Indonesia

-

Study visit in Germany

-

Workshop in Macedonia

-

Workshop in Bulgaria

-

Training course for youth workers in Indonesia

-

Conference in Indonesia

-

Final evaluation meeting in Macedonia

With this project we wish to help youth workers to acquire a new type of
behavior, skills, attitude and abilities towards the work with migrants.
We would like to develop thе capacities of the partner organizations and
to raise the awareness in Indonesia and Europe about the issue of global
migrations.

About the partners
Centre for Rural Development – SEEisan organization
from the rural part of Macedonia. The organization is situated in
the village of Brchevo, in the south west part of Macedonia.
CRD-SEE aims on utilizing an idea in order to develop good
projects that meet requirements of the organization. The
organization has 34 members and 13 volunteers with different
backgrounds, and who are working on different local projects
concerning youth, environment, agriculture, culture etc.
Although there is no maximum age limit to participate in Centre
for Rural Development – SEE activities. The majority of the
activities of Centre for Rural Development – SEE refer to few main areas: Promotion of non
formal education through intercultural learning and international youth exchanges,
Strengthening civil society, citizenship and democracy in rural areas, Promotion of rural
tourism and agriculture, Active role of youngsters on promotion rural environments, Cross
border cooperation, Multiethnic, multilingual, multicultural and multi-religious, Promotion of
culture and art in rural areas.We are working with youngsters with different backgrounds
and we are aiming on improving cooperation between peoples from rural and urban
environments and enhancing education in rural environments. CRD-SEE also is working on
the promotion of European ideas.

International Center for Development of
Education and Trainingis one of the most popular and
most active youth organizations from Bulgaria in the field of
promoting European values through local projects and
participation in projects abroad. All of our members have
experience in working on projects and their organization
allows the creation of a perfectly balanced team. Our goal is to inspire and help positive
social and economic changes, and dedicate our time to ensure the effective implementation
of these ideas. We are consistent in our organizational values: promoting non-formal
education and training of young people through intercultural training and activities, the
encouragement of the youth exchanges and volunteering at national, European and
international level, development of consciousness of European citizenship through programs
and projects designed for young people. Оur main aims – to inform and to improve
youngsters’ skills and knowledge about their opportunities.

Act Globalis a not for profit organisation that offers
professional development through training courses,
consultancy, seminars and cultural experiences.Established
in 2012, Act Global was set up to support the non-formal
education sector by creating international projects that
look at global issues such as poverty and inequality, while
also creating an international platform for sharing best
practice in the sector.We develop and deliver international projects for young people and
organisations working with young people, whilst also working closely with our partner NGOs,
businesses and other funders.To date, we have created projects with our NGO partners in
over 30 countries, mainly in Europe and Asia.
We believe that young people grow best through access to a global education, contact with
people from different cultures and being exposed to new positive educational experiences.
It’s also our hope that by supporting the development of global citizens, we can foster a
more peaceful, sustainable and prosperous world.

Lithuanian Youth Association in Germany
(VLJS)is a non-profit youth organization, established in
the Federal Republic of Germany in 1974. Its members
are individuals between 16 and 35 years old who have an
interest in Lithuania and in the objectives of the
organization and reside permanently in Germany.
The main goal of VLJS is to consolidate and represent the youth that live, study and work in
Germany, collect and spread useful information, promote integration of the young
immigrants in German society and in the labor market. The Association is in a close
cooperation with the World Lithuanian Association, World Lithuanian Youth Association and
its national groups as well as with the Lithuanian National Community in Germany. Local
groups of VLJS members organize different activities in their regions. Our members
participate in different international projects, youth exchanges and training courses which
are organized by NGOs from other countries.

Methodology of working with
(i)migrants
This project aimedto improve the practices for social inclusion and participation while
addressing the topics of migration from the perspectives of Europe and Indonesia. Our aim
has been to inspire the partners and wider stakeholders to reflect on the situation for
migrant groups in and out of their countries, as well as enthusing them to continue
developing projects within this field.

The project within itself

has pushed the participants to research, learn and
develop their own tools and competencies on the best practices of working with migrants
and refugees, supporting the feelings of empathy and showcasing a wider global picture. As
a result, participants have learned about the interconnectedness of such challenges, while
also learning about what is particular to a certain country's context.

Inclusion and participationis

a core principle of non-formal education and
something youth workers and youth educators must be knowledgeable on. The project has
aimed to share comparative case studies and practices from 4 countries across Europe and
Asia. The intention is that this publications serves as a source of information for youth
workers and educators to learn from, and to inform their practice when engaging and
working with such marginalised groups.

Throughout the span of this project

we conducted training courses and
seminars which engaged learners through a variety of participatory pedagogical techniques
that inspired the learners and demonstrated good practices in non-formal education. Our
intention has been to inspire educators for all the countries engaged and share best practice
tools in this method. Our hope now is that these tools and methods will be used in these
countries and further projects will result.

Erasmus +

Erasmus+ is the EU's programme to support education, training, youth and sport in
Europe. Its budget of €14.7 billion will provide opportunities for over 4 million
Europeans to study, train, gain experience, and volunteer abroad.

Opportunities
Set to last until 2020, Erasmus+ doesn't just have opportunities for students.
Merging seven prior programmes, it has opportunities for a wide variety of
individuals and organisations.
Detailed information on these opportunities, including eligibility criteria, is available in
the Erasmus+ Programme Guide. An indicative funding guide for some centralised
opportunities is also available.

Individuals
Erasmus+ has opportunities for people of all ages, helping them develop and share
knowledge and experience at institutions and organisations in different countries.

Students
Studying abroad is a central part of Erasmus+ and has been shown to have a
positive effect on later job prospects. It is also a chance to improve language skills,
gain self-confidence and independence and immerse yourself in a new culture.

Staff (teaching)
With Erasmus+, opportunities are available to spend time teaching at an education
institution abroad. These opportunities are available to both staff working in the
education sector and to individuals working outside the sector invited to share their
knowledge and experience.

Staff (training)
With Erasmus+, training opportunities are available to staff working in education,
both in teaching and non-teaching capacities. Training periods abroad can consist of
job shadowing, observation periods or specific training courses abroad.

Trainees
Erasmus+ helps you gain valuable experience in the workplace by supporting
traineeships abroad. Erasmus+ support for traineeships is available for higher
education students and recent graduates, as well as vocational education and
training students, apprentices and recent graduates.

Young people
Erasmus+ is open to all young people, not just those currently enrolled in education
or training. With Erasmus+, you can volunteer across Europe and beyond or
participate in a youth exchange abroad.

Youth workers
Erasmus+ supports the professional development of youth workers through training
or networking periods abroad. Periods abroad can consist of training courses, study
visits, job shadowing or observation periods at relevant organisations and more.

Organisations
Erasmus+ has opportunities for a wide range of organisations, including universities,
education and training providers, think-tanks, research organisations, and private
businesses.

Key Action 1: Learning mobility of individuals
Key Action 1 aims to encourage the mobility of students, staff, volunteers, youth
workers, and young people. Organisations can arrange to send or receive students
and staff to or from participating countries, as well as organise teaching, training,
learning and volunteering activities.

Key Action 2: Innovation and good practices
Key Action 2 is designed to develop the education, training, and youth sectors
through five main activities:
1.
Strategic partnerships to support innovation in the sector as well as joint
initiatives to promote cooperation, peer-learning, and the sharing of experience.
2.
Knowledge Alliances to foster innovation in and through higher education
together with businesses, and beyond, contributing to new approaches to teaching
and learning, entrepreneurship in education, and the modernisation of higher
education systems in Europe.
3.
Sector Skills Alliances to tackle skills gap and ensure a better alignment of
vocational education and training with labour market needs. There are opportunities
to modernise VET, exchange knowledge and best practices, encourage working
abroad, and increase the recognition of qualifications.
4.
Capacity-building projects in the field of higher education to support the
modernisation, accessibility, and internationalisation of higher education in Partner
Countries.
5.
Capacity-building projects in the field of youth to support the development of
youth work, non-formal learning, and volunteer work, as well as promote non-formal
learning opportunities with Partner Countries.

Key Action 3: Support for policy reform
Key Action 3 aims to increase the participation of young people in democratic life,
especially in discussions with policy makers, as well as developing knowledge in the
fields of education, training, and youth.

Jean Monnet
Opportunities for teaching, research, and policy debate on the EU and its policies.

Sport
Designed to develop and implement joint activities to promote sport and physical
activity, identify and implement innovative activities in the field of sport, and manage
not-for-profit events to increase participation in sport.

Aims
The aim of Erasmus+ is to contribute to the Europe 2020 strategy for growth, jobs,
social equity and inclusion, as well as the aims of ET2020, the EU's strategic

framework for education and training. Erasmus+ also aims to promote the
sustainable development of its partners in the field of higher education, and
contribute to achieving the objectives of the EU Youth Strategy.
Specific issues tackled by the programme include:
Reducing unemployment, especially among young people
To promote youth employment and entrepreneurship, the EU and its member
countries work together to:
●

Address the concerns of young people in employment strategies

●

Invest in the skills employers look for

●

Develop career guidance and counselling services

●

Promote opportunities to work and train abroad

●

Support quality internships/apprenticeships

●

Improve childcare and shared family responsibilities

●

Encourage entrepreneurship

How is this being done?
Increasing youth employment is central to the EU's employment policy, within the
context of the Europe 2020 growth and jobs strategy. Specific steps taken by the
Commission to help tackle youth unemployment include:
The Youth on the Move flagship initiative (2010), a comprehensive package of
education and employment measures for young people. It includes:
○
the Youth
unemployment;

Opportunities

Initiative

(2011),

aimed

at

cutting

youth

○
Your first EURES Job, a job mobility scheme which helps young people to find
a job, traineeship or apprenticeship in other EU countries.

The Youth Employment Package (2012), including the:
○
Youth Guarantee – adopted by the Council in April 2013 – which aims to
ensure that all young people up to the age of 25 receive a quality job offer, the
opportunity for further education, an apprenticeship or a traineeship within 4 months
of leaving formal education or becoming unemployed;
○
Quality Framework for Traineeships – adopted by the Council in March 2014.
Its objective is for trainees to acquire high-quality work experience in safe and fair
conditions, and to encourage more transnational traineeships;
○
European Alliance for Apprenticeships , which brings together public
authorities, businesses, social partners, VET providers, youth representatives, and
other key actors to promote apprenticeship schemes and initiatives across Europe.
The Youth Employment Initiative (2013) strengthens the Youth Employment
Package. It emphasises support for young people not in education, employment or
training in regions with a youth unemployment rate above 25 %. A budget of €6
billion has been allocated to this for the period 2014-20;
Working together for Europe's young people – a call to action on youth
unemployment (2013), a communication aimed at accelerating the implementation of
the Youth Guarantee, boosting investment in young people, and developing EU-level
tools to help EU countries and firms recruit young people.
The European Solidarity Corps was launched in December 2016. The European
Solidarity Corps allows young people to volunteer or work in projects for the benefit
of communities and people around Europe. The European Solidarity Corps is open to
people between the ages of 18 to 30. 17-year-olds can register their interest in
participating.

Youth entrepreneurship
Youth entrepreneurship is high on the EU political agenda as a tool to combat youth
unemployment and social exclusion as well as stimulating innovation among young
people:
●
Fostering youth entrepreneurship is one of the objectives of the Europe 2020
strategy and its Youth on the Move flagship initiative;
●
Employment and Entrepreneurship are one of the eight fields of action
promoted by the EU Youth Strategy (2010-18);
●
Entrepreneurship is a key competence in the European Reference Framework
on Key Competencies for Lifelong Learning (2006);

Youth work and non-formal learning play an important role in developing the creative
and innovative potential of young people including entrepreneurial skills. Youth policy
and programmes at EU and national level support this:
●
The EU Youth Strategy Council Resolution on a renewed framework for
European cooperation in the youth field (2010-18) includes creativity and
entrepreneurship among its eight fields of action.
●
The importance of youth entrepreneurship is stressed in the Council
Conclusions on promoting youth entrepreneurship to foster social inclusion of young
people (2014). Special attention is paid to 'social entrepreneurship' that combines a
social and an entrepreneurial dimension.
●
An expert group report on Developing the creative and innovative potential of
young people through non-formal learning in ways that are relevant to employability
(2.67 Mb) (2014) highlights the strong need to ensure educators and employers are
more aware of the value of non-formal learning, to improve partnership work and
cross-sector innovation, and to enhance the ability of adults working directly with
young people.
●
The study Working with young people: the value of youth work in the
European Union (4.81 Mb) (2014) confirms the impact of youth work in areas
including entrepreneurship and culture, by developing transversal skills, exercising
skills in practice and increasing cultural activities which influence young people's
creativity.
●
The Erasmus+ programme (2014-20) has a strong focus on innovation and
entrepreneurship, particularly in the Key Action 2 through strategic partnerships and
transnational youth initiatives.

Promoting adult learning, especially for new skills and
skills required by the labour market.
What is the Commission doing?
The Commission is working with 32 countries to implement the European Agenda for
Adult Learning
The Agenda highlights the need to increase participation in adult learning of all kinds
(formal, non-formal and informal learning) whether to acquire new work skills, for
active citizenship, or for personal development and fulfilment.
For example, the Commission coordinates a network of national coordinators who
promote adult learning in their countries, provide policy advice and support, and

gather and disseminate best practices. The Commission also works with a range of
European associations, networks, and labour organisations to promote adult learning.
Why is it needed?
More adult learning can help Europe overcome the economic crisis, meet the needs
for new skills, and keep its ageing workforce productive. Learning is also essential for
social inclusion and active citizenship. These days, people cannot just rely on the
skills they acquired at school to last them till the end of their working life.
The participation of adults in learning varies significantly between EU countries: from
1.4% to 31.6% (2012 figures), and the overall trend is that numbers are stagnating.
Participation rates are especially disappointing for low-skilled and older adults. Action
at European level will increase knowledge about successful policies, provide support,
and enable a better exchange of experiences between countries.
What has been done so far?
To support policy developments:
●
EU countries have set a target for adult learning: by 2020, 15% of adults aged
25-64 should be taking part. In 2012 the, average participation was 9% and only 5
EU countries had reached the target rate;
●
The Commission publishes indicators and data on the current situation in
member countries, reports on progress in implementing policies and proposes new
policy;
●
The Commission facilitates exchange of good practice and peer learning on
policies in the Education and Training 2020 work programme
●
Working groups, and networks on dedicated themes have been convened for
limited periods;
●
The Commission has commissioned studies that bring evidence and data to
support more effective policies.

Encouraging young people
European democracy

to

take

part

in

What is it?
Structured Dialogue is a means of mutual communication between young people and
decision-makers in order to implement the priorities of European youth policy

cooperation and to make young people’s voices heard in the European policy-shaping
process.
It is a consultative process, implemented by the European Commission, that aims to
increase cooperation with civil society and get firsthand input from young people. It
is made up of one main event, the EU Youth Conference organised by the EU country
which is currently holding the EU presidency.
What are the objectives?
Structured Dialogue is organised into 18-month work cycles. Each cycle focuses on a
different thematic priority (set by the Council of Youth Ministers)
The current thematic priority is: Enabling all young people to engage in a diverse,
connected and inclusive Europe
The current cycle runs from 2016 to 2017 over the course of the Dutch, Slovakian
and Maltese EU Presidencies.
Tibor Navracics, European Commissioner for Youth on Structured Dialogue:
"Europe needs the input of its young generation to overcome the big challenges it is
facing. I want to give all young people in Europe the chance to have their voice
heard."
"The Structured Dialogue has an important role to play in this. I am more determined
than ever to reach out to one million young people during my term as Commissioner.
Together, we can build an open, diverse, strong Europe."
Who is involved?
The success of Structured Dialogue depends on the direct involvement of young
people and youth organisations.
During each 18-month work cycle, a national consultation of young people and youth
organisations is conducted in every EU country
The participatory process in each country is organised by national working groups
made up of:
●

representatives of youth ministries

●

national youth councils

●

local and regional youth councils

●

youth organisations

●

youth workers

●

young people from all backgrounds

●

youth researchers

How is it done?
At the first EU Youth Conference of each cycle, youth representatives and
policymakers agree on a guiding framework for the national consultations organised
in each country.
The first conference of the current cycle was organised by the Netherlands.
At the second conference, the outcomes of the national consultations are debated
and Joint Recommendations, aimed at increasing the participation of youth people in
politics, are endorsed.
The next conference will be held in Slovakia.
At the third and final conference of the cycle, the recommendations are debated by
Youth Ministers from national governments, before being endorsed.
The final recommendations form the basis of a Council Resolution addressed to
European institutions and national authorities, to be endorsed by youth ministers at
the end of the 18-month cycle.
Structured Dialogue is governed at EU level through a European Steering Committee
(renewed for every 18-month working cycle) comprising:
●

Youth Ministry representatives of the three EU Presidency countries

●
Representatives of national youth councils of the three EU Presidency
countries
●
Representatives of the Erasmus+ National Agencies of the three EU
Presidency countries
●

Representatives of the European Commission

●

Representatives of the European Youth Forum

Supporting innovation, cooperation and reform
What is it about?
Rapid digital change in our society and economy means more demand for digital
skills and competences. Education and training must address this need, which

requires investment in infrastructure (eg broadband, digital devices), training for
teachers, organisational change and the development of high quality educational
resources, including apps and software.
Technology, when used correctly, can also help us learn better, more efficiently and
creatively and to access wider more up-to-date knowledge.
Why is it needed?
There is an urgent need to boost digital skills and competences in Europe:
●

37% of the EU workforce has low digital skills, or none at all.

●
Less than half of children are in schools which are highly equipped digitally –
and only 20-25% of them are taught by teachers who are confident using technology
in the classroom.
●
Between 50% and 80% of students never use digital textbooks, exercise
software or learning games.
What has been done so far?

Policy cooperation
The Commission works closely with national education ministries and education
stakeholders to increase digital skills by sharing good practice and developing
practical tools for digital skills and competence. This cooperation takes place through
the working group on digital skills and competences which meets regularly in
Brussels and the Member States.

Frameworks for assessing digital skills and competences
The Commission has, in consultation with the Member States, developed a number
of frameworks to help policy makers, learners and organisations in assessing digital
skills and 'readiness'. Frameworks have been developed for citizens and
organisations, and a similar one is currently being developed for teachers.

Digital skills and competences framework for citizens.
The European Digital Competence Framework for Citizens, also known as DigComp,
offers a tool to improve people's digital competence. It was first published in 2013
and has become a reference for many digital competence initiatives at both
European and Member State levels. The framework is currently being updated and a
new version was released in June.
DigComp 2.0: The Digital Competence Framework for Citizens.

Digital skills and competences framework for educational organisations
The purpose of this framework (published in December 2015) is to allow
organisations to assess their progress in integrating digital learning and pedagogies
and to help policy makers to design, implement and evaluate policy interventions for
the integration and effective use of digital learning technologies. Work is underway
to create a practical self-assessment questionnaire for schools based on the
framework.
Promoting Effective Digital-Age Learning: A European Framework for DigitallyCompetent Educational Organisations

Research
The Commission finances research on digital skills and competences and the uptake
of innovation and new opportunities in education institutions. Research reports and
studies are regularly published by the Commission's Joint Research Centre
Recent studies include:
●

Opening up Education: A Support Framework for Higher Education Institutions

●
The framework can be used as a tool by higher education staff to help them
think through strategic decisions: pedagogical approaches, collaboration between
individuals and institutions, recognition of non-formal learning and different ways of
making content available.
●

OpenCases: Case Studies on Openness in Education

●
A review of literature on open education and nine in-depth case studies of
higher education institutions.
Project funding
The Erasmus+ programme funds exchanges in support of teacher education in digital
skills as well as projects aiming to explore and develop the potential of technology
use in education and it promotes the creation and availability of new digital
pedagogies and educational resources.

Erasmus + funding opportunities
European Structural and Investment Funds support the provision of connectivity and
devices for educational institutions and skills training for young people and adults.
More on the contribution of the structural funds to digital skills
Sharing good practice on innovative education

Open Education Europa and School Education Gateway are websites run by the
Commission that aim to share best practice on innovative education.
OpenEducationEuropa.eu
Outcomes
The outcomes of Erasmus+ are available in reports and compendia of statistics, as
well as through the Erasmus+ Projects Platform, which includes most of the
initiatives funded by the programme, as well as a selection of good practices and
success stories.
Statistics
Statistics on Erasmus+ are available from the statistics page.
Information on progress towards the ET2020 benchmarks is available from the
Education and Training Monitor.
Progress towards the ET2020 benchmarks can also be seen through a series of
interactive maps.
Similarly, information about the situation of young people in Europe can be found in
the Youth Monitor.
Reports
The Erasmus+ Programme is the subject of a mid-term review, set to be completed
in 2017, and an impact study, set to be published following the completion of the
programme in 2020.
Following the completion of the Erasmus programme, an impact study highlighting
the outcomes of the programme was published in 2014
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